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ABSTRACT 
 
Sanjay, Kumar Boddhu. Ph.D., Computer Science and Engineering PhD Program, 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University, 2010. 
Evolution and Analysis of Neuromorphic Flapping-Wing Flight Controllers.  
 
 
The control of insect-sized flapping-wing micro air vehicles is attracting increasing 
interest.  Solution of the problem requires construction of a controller that is physically 
small, extremely power efficient, and capable.  In addition, process variation in the 
creation of very small wings and armatures as well as the potential for accumulating 
damage and wear over the course of a vehicle's lifetime suggest that controllers be able to 
self-adapt to the specific and possibly changing nature of the vehicles in which they are 
embedded. Previous work with Evolvable Hardware Continuous Time Recurrent Neural 
Networks (CTRNNs) as applied to adaptive control of walking in legged robots suggests 
that CTRNNs may provide a suitable control solution for flapping-wing micro air 
vehicles.  However, upon complete analysis, it can be seen that perceived similarities 
between the two problems are somewhat superficial, and that flapping-wing vehicle 
control requires its own study.  This dissertation constitutes the first attempt to apply 
evolved CTRNN devices to the control of a feasible flapping-wing micro air vehicle.  It is 
organized as a sequence of control experiments of increasing difficulty and explores the 
following issues, development of behavior-based analog circuit modules, architectures to 
combine those modules into multi-functional controllers, low-level circuit analyses to 
explain how evolved modules operate and interact.  Also included are experiments in the 
creation of physically polymorphic behavior modules that combine multiple flight 
functions into a monolithic analog device.  In addition to providing first-of-its-kind 
feasibility results, this dissertation develops a new frequency-grouping based analysis 
method to explain the operation of evolved devices.   
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation and Goals 
Most, if not all, existing bird-sized and insect-sized flapping-wing vehicles possess 
only a small number of actively controlled degrees of freedom.  In these vehicles, the 
bulk of the wing motions are generated via a combination of actively driven linkages 
(motors and armatures, piezoelectric beams, etc.) and passively driven elements (wing 
flex via dynamic pressure loading, etc.).  The number of controlled degrees of freedom is 
often minimized to simplify control and to limit the number of bulky actuators carried on 
board. In theory, both bird-sized [54] and insect-sized [33] robots can sustain stable flight 
with simple controllers generating actuation signals for only few degrees of freedom. 
Bird-sized and insect-sized flapping wing vehicles, however, likely do differ in the extent 
to which the respective vehicle types are accurately described by existing theoretical 
models.  Insect-sized flapping wing vehicles hereafter referred to as Micro-Level 
Flapping Wing Robots (MFWRs), will likely be problematic and require individualized 
controller learning on a per-vehicle basis.  That controller hardware and the learning 
engine would need to fit in a very constrained physical space and be very power efficient.  
One can imagine two basic approaches to the “adaptable controller” problem.  First, one 
might attempt to hybridize an adaptive system to a traditional controller in the hope that 
the combined system could learn the specific needs of an individual vehicle by 
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augmenting a base controller.   Second, one might attempt to construct an adaptable 
controller that could learn acceptable control laws tabula-rasa (either all-at-once or via a 
staged approach).  The work considered here takes staged tabula-rasa approach, if for no 
other reason than at the time it was began, no suitably impressive closed-form MFWR 
controller existed for the target vehicle. This dissertation will explore the use of a specific 
EA paradigm (CTRNN-EH) [49] for generating compact, low-power, efficacious, and 
understandable controller for a popular model MFWR.   The remainder of this chapter 
will, in broad strokes, justify the methods to be used and illustrate the expected 
contributions.  These same topics will be reconsidered in more detail in subsequent 
chapters. 
 
1.2 Proposed Methodology and Challenges  
Evolvable Hardware (EH) is a subspecialty of evolutionary computation in which 
one employs an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to evolve settings of reconfigurable 
hardware.  The EA literally evolves hardware configurations that are optimized against 
some pre-specified performance criteria, with minimal pre-knowledge about the problem 
in the context for which the hardware is being optimized. Continuous Time Recurrent 
Neural Networks-Evolvable Hardware (CTRNN-EH) is a neuromorphic subspecialty of 
EH that has shown potential to construct compact, low-power analog device controllers 
that are both efficacious and understandable despite having been constructed by 
evolutionary processes.  In past work, CTRNN-EH systems have been used to control 
legged locomotion in hexapod robots [12] [13].  On the surface, the creation and shaping 
of oscillatory control inherent in the solution of that problem would justify the use of 
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CTRNN-EH for controlling wing beat oscillators.  In fact, there are a number of issues 
that break that apparent congruence.  Assumptions of quasi-stability used in the legged-
locomotion problem are untenable in flight problems.  This destroys most of the existing 
theory used to explain the operation of the evolved circuits.  The models used for legged 
locomotion were also significantly simpler than even the most simple models of flapping-
wing flight.  At the outset of this work, it was not even clear that it would be possible in 
practice to evolve CTRNN-EH controllers against these more complex models.  Both 
questions, “can it be done?” and “can we explain how the controllers function if it does 
work” had no answers. 
The first challenge this document addresses is the question of if it can be done at 
all.  It presents a feasibility study, in terms of evolving circuits in CTRNN-EH devices, 
which can acceptably control the MFWR-like robot flight.  The feasibility challenge 
requires not just showing that circuits can be evolved, but also that they can be 
implemented and that they will in fact be of small size.  The second challenge is to 
provide explanations of the operation of these evolved adaptable controllers.  No one will 
use them if it is impossible to describe how they work and how they might fail.  
Considering that quasi-stability assumptions are not usable here, past experience tells us 
little about the construction of explanations in this context. 
 
1.3    Document Organization 
The background knowledge necessary to understand the terminology, methods 
and approaches employed in this thesis are briefly explained in chapter two.  Following is 
the chapter three describing the specific methods and models employed to conduct the 
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feasibility experiments of employing CTRNN-EH framework and device for MFWR 
flight control. The chapter four describes the details of the feasibility experiments, 
designed to evolve low-level flight controllers for MFWR along with the results and 
analysis of the evolved controllers. Further, the chapter five describes the details of the 
experiments aimed at evolving the high-level controllers employing sensor and command 
logic for MFWR, and also provides the results and analysis of the same. The conclusions, 
contributions and future work based on the feasibility experiments and results presented 
in this thesis are provided in the sixth chapter.  
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Chapter 2 
Background 
 
2.1    Introduction 
 
This chapter is intended to provide background necessary to fully understand the 
experiments and results presented later in this document.  It is intended to be 
representative, rather than comprehensive.  Topics discussed will include Evolutionary 
Computation, Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks (CTRNNs), Continuous 
Time Recurrent Neural Network – Evolvable Hardware (CTRNN-EH) architecture, 
Neural Pattern Generators and a brief survey of evolutionary approaches employed to 
control flapping winged vehicles. 
2.2   Evolutionary Computation  
 
 In natural evolution, organisms evolve to a point where they can survive in the 
surrounding environment. This evolution process takes place in steps of generations and 
the new individuals entering the system at each generation are implicitly selected based 
on their ability of their parents to survive long enough to birth them.  In the case of sexual 
reproduction, these new individuals are a recombination of the traits of their parents.  
They might in their own lives undergo mutation which changes their genes for better or 
worse. This natural evolution process forms the basis for development of evolutionary 
algorithms. Evolutionary Algorithms adapt some or all of the above principles for solving 
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart of Evolutionary Algorithm Process 
 
search and optimization problems.  Most commonly, an evolutionary algorithm maintains 
a population of coded answers to a problem.   
In a selection phase, each population member is ranked according to a fitness 
function.  Members of a new population are selected as some function of their fitness 
scores.  Once a new population is created, some small number may be mutated and some 
number are recombined by shuffling some of their information content with other 
members of the population.  As time goes on, the principle of survival of the fittest drives 
the population to better average fitness scores.  Mutation allows an occasional sample of 
something novel, and recombination allows implicit testing of combinations of features 
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Figure 2.2: Biological Neuron 
 
of population members.  This basic process is illustrated in figure 2.1. Many variations on 
the basic EC theme have been created.  Each has particular drawbacks and benefits.  
There is also a long tradition of using EAs to configure neural-networks, although very 
few have addressed the evolution of CTRNNs [41] [44].   The author’s research group 
has developed several EA variants that are specifically designed for easy implementation 
in VLSI and are tuned to evolve CTRNNs specifically [21] [58].   The details of a 
specific EA, among these space saving and power efficient algorithms will be presented 
in the next chapter in the context of the proposition to provide in-flight learning 
algorithms for micro robots. 
 
2.3  Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks 
 
Natural nervous systems consist of enormous numbers of neurons interconnected in 
complex manners. A natural neuron is depicted schematically in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.3 Artificial Neuron Model 
 
 Neurons receive information from other neurons through the dendrites from 
across synapses and send out spike trains through their axons, which can branch and 
communicate the processed information with dendrites of other neurons. Here the 
biological neurons communicate in form of electrical charges (spikes). The charges 
received are summed up in the neuron both spatially and temporally. In spatial 
summation, several weaker signals that arrive spatially close to one another are added to 
form one strong signal.  In temporal summation, signals that arrive in the same place, but 
separated in time, add according to how closely in time they were received. The spatially 
and temporally summed signals depolarize the electrical potential across the cell wall.  If 
the depolarization is sufficiently large, a regenerative process that produces a large spike 
of depolarization is triggered.  
  This is the “action potential” spike.  The rate of spike firing is very roughly 
proportional to the injected depolarization – though a neuron will saturate at some 
maximum firing frequency. Many have been inspired to create processing networks that, 
to varying degrees, approximate natural nervous systems and natural neurons.  Although 
completely faithful reproduction of neurons is currently impossible, one can create 
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devices that in many ways approximate their major features.  One such simplified neuron 
model is shown in figure 2.3.  
 An artificial neuron model takes in multiple input signals and scale them by some 
weights associated with each connection.  This roughly captures the relative importance 
of different dendrites impinging on the neuron cell body.  The weighted signals are then 
added.  If one wishes to ignore temporal summation, that sum is directly passed through a 
threshold function which outputs a “firing rate” signal that is proportional to the summed 
input.  One can use linear or non-linear approximations of real transfer characteristics.  
Sometimes hard thresholds are used. If one does not want to ignore temporal summation, 
the sum of weighted inputs is used to drive a leaky RC tank circuit.  The output of that 
tank device is passed to the output/transfer function. Networks assembled without 
temporal summation and without feedback loops are stateless and produce outputs that 
are instantaneous functions of their inputs. Networks with feedback loop or with temporal 
summation are stateful and produce outputs that are a function of current and past inputs.   
Though stateless networks have some potential use in simple feedback control, stateful 
networks are potentially more useful, as we shall see. A schematic representation of the 
above idea, with temporal summation, is shown in figure 2.4. 
 This neuron in figure 2.4 is a Hopfield continuous model neuron.  The CTRNN itself is a 
variant of Hopfield’s associative memory model with an unconstrained weight matrix. 
The state of the each neuron in a CTRNN can be described by the first-order differential 
equation 
               i. dt
dyi
 = - yi + 


N
j
jiw
1 . 
 
jjy   + Ii                                         (2.1) 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of Neuron in CTRNN 
 Where yi is the state of the i
th
 neuron,  i   is the time constant of the i
th  
 neuron,  j is a 
bias for the j
th    
neuron, wji is the synaptic weight from the j
th 
neuron to the i
th  
neuron, 
 x  is the logistic sigmoid function    )1/(1
xex   Ii  (not shown in fig 2.4)is an 
external input to the i
th 
 neuron. The constraints placed in the Hopfield model were ij
w
= 
jiw   and  ii
w
 = 0, and with these restrictions the neural network (each neuron) can 
produce stable equilibrium solutions. Without the diagonal symmetry constraints on the 
weight matrix, the network can exhibit arbitrary dynamical behavior up to and including 
chaos.  It is those more sophisticated dynamical behaviors that are often found useful for 
control applications. 
Though there are more accurate biological neuron models in the literature, the CTRNN 
neuron model has a plausible neurobiological interpretation [42].  Further, there are 
practical reasons to use the CTRNN neuron: 
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(1) The CTRNN model can be mathematically tractable and amenable to dynamical 
systems analysis [39] [40] [41]. 
(2) CTRNNs are universal approximators of smooth dynamics [37].  This means 
they are highly expressive and one can assume that it is possible to evolve 
interesting things by combining them 
(3)  CTRNNs can be implemented as analog circuits [38] and can be simulated 
inexpensively.                 
There are also more advantages connected to use of CTRNN from control application and 
pattern generators point of view mentioned in [56]. 
2.4   CTRNN-EH Architecture 
 
In 1980’s evolutionary computation techniques were used in electronics field to 
solve the optimization and placement problem for electronic circuit board design [5] [6] 
[20]. However, the idea of evolving the hardware to emulate a desired design behavior 
(Evolvable Hardware) didn’t formally appear until 1990’s [17].  Since then it has been 
applied in a variety of problems in computation, pattern recognition, and control.  
Perhaps most impressive have been successes in evolving feedback control devices 
without human intervention beyond the initial determination of performance criteria.  
Following the same development and for all the advantages offered by CTRNNs [21], 
mentioned in the previous section, The Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Network – 
Evolvable Hardware (CTRNN-EH) Architecture has been introduced in efforts [47] [49] 
related to solve various control problems.   
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This CTRNN-EH architecture, which can be summarized schematically in Figure 
2.3., is based on the Evolvable Hardware (EH) principle of evolving optimized and 
desired configurations in a reconfigurable substrate using evolutionary algorithm 
techniques. CTRNNs are evolved to produce, the right control signal, using the 
Evolutionary algorithms. CTRNNs, which are the controllers in this architecture, are 
capable of generating dynamic patterns and can approximate any control law, when 
trained appropriately. The training of the CTRNNs is finding the appropriate parameter 
settings i.e. configuring the neuron settings in the network. The evolutionary algorithms 
search the given possible settings of the neuron and find the optimal settings for the 
network as a whole, to produce the required control signals. The CTRNNs functioning 
with optimal settings produced by the EA is called as the evolved controller for the given 
control problem being dealt. 
 
 
Figure 2.5.: Schematic of CTRNN-EH Architecture 
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2.5   Previously Evolved Neuromorphic Controllers 
 
 
 The above-mentioned CTRNN-EH architecture has been successfully employed 
to control legged locomotion in both real and simulated hexapod walkers [15] [16] by 
author’s colleagues. These efforts concentrated on solving a learning locomotion control 
problem for the hexapod robots with twelve degrees of freedom like one shown in figure 
2.6(a), from scratch, without any pre-knowledge of the robot’s physical characteristics 
(like weight and any leg damages). Conceptually, each leg of the hexapod (with two 
degrees of freedom in its actuators) would require optimal oscillatory patterns in its two 
actuators, with appropriate phase relations to aid in generating forces to move the 
hexapod forward or backward directions.  Moreover, any controller that claims to provide 
optimal locomotion controller for the hexapod as to take into consideration the required 
optimal oscillatory dynamics in each leg  and as well as the needed collaborative 
dynamics among all the six legs to generate optimal and energy-efficient motion in the 
hexapod [15]. This complex mix of local and distributed locomotion pattern generation 
problem was successfully addressed by the CTRNN-EH architecture shown in 2.6(b) 
[15]. Moreover, the evolved oscillatory CTRNN-EH locomotion controllers in those 
experiments embedded a large amount of practical functionality in very small numbers of 
neurons.   
 Evolved controllers were capable of optimally controlling variously weighted 
bodies with or without damaged legs.  The controllers could do this without re-evolution 
and could adapt their dynamics on the fly by entraining to external sensory input [12]. 
Further the work conducted to understand these evolved CTRNN-EH controllers (for 
legged locomotion) as resulted in set of dynamical module analysis concepts [15] [12] 
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[13] that can be employed to predict and explain the behavior of these evolved 
controllers, and controllers with similar nature, in terms of their functional sustainability 
and failure.  
 Though, conceptually the flapping-wing flight problem shares the requirement of 
generating optimal oscillatory dynamics for desired flight behavior, with the hexapod 
walker problem, the former has inherent instability in its body dynamics, introduced by 
virtue of the medium of its flight (I.E. in three dimensional space with constantly varying 
center of mass).  This possible inherent instable body dynamics present in flapping-wing 
vehicles might make the CTRNN-EH based learning more challenging to be effective 
than when applied to the hexapod walkers, to generate optimal actuator dynamics. 
Further, the dynamical module analysis [12] that were successful to understand the 
evolved locomotion controllers might not be applicable for the possible CTRNN-EH 
flight controllers.  
  
          
             (a)                                                                                       (b) 
Figure 2.6.:  The real hexapod robot with twelve degrees of freedom, with six legs having two degrees of freedom actuators , 
that was employed to produce learnable locomotion controllers using CTRNN-EH components, is  shown in (a). The 
successfully evolved distributed CTRNN-EH locomotion controller’s architecture is shown in (b), where each  individual leg 
(numbered 0 to 5) is provided with a independent CTRNN-EH controller module that has been evolved to generate optimal 
dynamics in the leg that takes into the account the complexity of optimizing the actuations among its two actuators (of the 
leg) and as well evolve a collaborative dynamics with other five legs for optimize the global criteria to generate graceful and 
energy-efficient motion in the hexapod robot. 
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(a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 2.7.: Illustrative representation of the assembly of neurons forming the Autonomous  Neuromorphic (shown in figure-
a) and Non-Autonomous Neuromorphic (shown in figure-b) controllers. “P” notation is used for primary neuron directly 
controlling the actuator of the robot under control, and “S” is the secondary neuron which aids in generating appropriate 
external dynamics required for the primary neuron. The numbering of the neurons in the network is arbitrarily chosen as 
appropriate. 
 
 Nonetheless, the capabilities of CTRNN-EH controllers to produce smooth 
dynamics and provide provisions to adapt and modulate those produced dynamics 
observed in the previous work [16], sufficiently justifies the needed efforts presented in 
this thesis to evolve flapping flight controllers.  Though , providing the in-detail 
description of varied possible modes of the CTRNN-EH controllers is beyond this work, 
two basic modes are defined below, which are more pertinent to understand the 
experiments presented in this thesis:  
 
Autonomous Controllers:  These are neural network configurations that produce 
oscillatory signals without any external sensory inputs [16] [13]. As shown in the concept 
illustrative figure 2.7(a) , these configurations can generate autonomous and periodic 
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Figure 2.8.: Illustrative representation, summarizing the bird-sized flapping wing robot research being conducted by 
Mechanical Systems Lab at University of Delaware [69]. It can be deduced from the figure that the bird-sized flapping wing 
robot research is inspired from the biological bird flight of the humming birds and it also indicates the development of 
simulation framework and real hardware robot under current study. 
 
 
dynamics in the neural network without any external triggers/sensor inputs, thus these 
would be referred as autonomous neuromorphic controllers in the later chapters. 
 
Non-Autonomous Controllers:  These are neural network configurations that can 
produce appropriate oscillatory patterns only when coupled to some other oscillatory 
system.  They are more completely discussed in [13]. As shown in the concept illustrative 
figure 2.7(b) , these configurations can generate varied dynamics in the neural network 
only in sync with specific external triggers/sensor inputs provided to them, thus these 
would be referred as non-autonomous neuromorphic controllers in the later chapters.  
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Figure 2.9.: Illustrative representation, summarizing the insect-sized flapping wing robot research being conducted by 
Biomimetic Millisystems  Lab at UC Berkeley [31 ]. It can be deduced from the figure that the insect-sized flapping wing robot 
research is inspired from the biological insect flight of the bumblebee and it also indicates the development of simulation 
framework and real hardware robot under current study [32]. 
 
 2.6   Other Efforts to Evolve Flapping-Wing Control  
 
Qualitatively, there exist two categories of flapping wing robots, at least based on the size 
and weight envisioned for practical construction: Bird-sized flapping wing robots and 
Insect-sized flapping wing robots. As suggestive from its taxonomical name, the Bird-
sized flapping wing robots are those robots [34] [35], which have sizes of their body and 
wings along with their weight ranges at least more than a humming bird, I.E. a robot 
weighing more than 0.5 kg and with wing-span range of 0.5 to 1 meters [69] [70] [71], as 
shown in figure 2.8, which summarizes the bird-size flapping wing robot research being 
conducted by Mechanical Systems Lab at University of Delaware [71], mentioned here 
only for the illustration purpose and interested readers can refer the related work   
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Figure 2.10.: Illustrative representation, summarizing the research work  described in [53], which presents an concept of 
evolving flapping wing control patterns in brazier curves (shown in top part of the figure) and also evolving simple buildable 
flapping wing robot structures (as one shown in the below part of the figure). In brief, the research methods presented in this 
context of bird-sized flapping wing robots cannot be scaled effectively for constructing insect-sized flapping wing robots [31]. 
 
 
mentioned in [69] [71]. On the other hand, the Insect-sized flapping robots have their size 
and mass comparable to a blow fly calliphora, I.E. a robot weighing about 100 mg and 
with wing-span range of 11 to 25 mm [31] [32], as one shown in the figure 2.9, which 
summarizes the insect-sized flapping wing robot research being conducted by 
Biomimetic Millisystems Lab at UC Berkeley . This categorization provided here is only 
for the brief understanding of the terms that would be used later in this thesis and should 
not be treated as a de-facto standard as there exists different categorizations of the 
flapping wing robots based on control and construction. Since this thesis renders itself 
into the evolutionary techniques category, that can be employed to control the flapping 
wing robots; a brief survey of the related work in this domain is presented below. 
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 There are well-known research activities (see, e.g., [53] [54] [55]) investigating 
the use of evolutionary techniques to address the structural and control issues of the 
flapping wing flight.  For instance, the goal of the research work, mentioned in [53], is to 
evolve effective flight control patterns for a simulated physical ornithopter (with wing 
span of 1-2 m) in parameters of  the brazier curves , as shown in figure 2.10, followed by 
partially evolving mechanical structures that would aid in a buildable ornithopters.  On 
the contrary, the related research work mentioned in [55], deals with evolving 
microcontroller based digitally encoded control patterns to produce lift in a tethered servo 
motor actuated flying robot. Thus, most of the known research efforts are directed 
towards building and controlling large-scale (at least the bird-sized) flapping flight 
robots, which, from control perspective, can take advantage of their on-board 
(memory/communication system) space availability to store/receive the evolved control 
patterns for stable flight.  
But, in case of Insect-sized flapping wing robots, a more complex and high 
frequency control patterns are required for stable flight (see, e.g., [31]). Making the 
problem further challenging, one has limited onboard space to store/communicate these 
evolved control patterns. Part of the feasibility studies undertaken in this thesis is  not 
only to use the evolutionary techniques to generate the optimal control patterns using 
CTRNN-EH framework but also to reasonably address the issues of realizing the same 
controller in limited on-board space and at insect size scales. The next chapter will 
provide the readers with specific details on the feasible methods and models to employ 
CTRNN-EH framework and developed hardware details to address the above issues 
reasonably. 
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Chapter 3 
Methods and Models 
 
3.1    Introduction 
 
 The purpose of this chapter is to relate the general background provided in 
Chapter Two to the specific experiments discussed in this document.  It will attempt to 
justify the technical choices made and detail why various techniques and tools were 
chosen.  Specific experimental design will be discussed in the next chapter. 
 
3.2    A Hardware Continuous Time Recurrent Neural  
 Network 
 
 As mentioned in the second chapter, the CTRNNs have demonstrated some 
benefits for practical control problems [37]. Further, following reasons were listed in 
support of their practical applicability: 
(1) The CTRNN model is computationally tractable and theoretically amenable to 
dynamical systems analysis [39] [40] [41]. 
(2) CTRNNs are universal approximators of smooth dynamics [37].  This means 
they are highly expressive and one can assume that it is possible to evolve 
interesting things by combining them. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of Neuron in CTRNN 
(3) CTRNNs can be implemented as analog circuits [38]. 
 Items 1 and 2 are important, as they allow the possibility that evolved controllers 
can be generated in a reasonable amount of time and that their operation can be 
explained.  Item 3 is important in MFWR applications because of the stringent size and 
power constraints placed on the vehicle.  Efficient hardware implementation of the 
CTRNN will be considered here.  
 There exist a number of implementations of CTRNNs in hardware [46] [60] [38] 
that have faithfully reproduced the smooth dynamics capability of CTRNNs that can be 
possible in theory [60], but most recent implementation of the CTRNNs that could meet 
small area and low power constraints, and as well as provide extensibility of on-the-fly 
programmability of individual neurons parameters were developed in VLSI Chip-
CTRNN implementation mentioned in [59]. Thus, this section provides the details of the 
same design implementation and further analyzes its applicability claim for the MFWR 
control architecture. 
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3.2.1   VLSI Chip-CTRNN Design Implementation 
 
 This section provides a brief description of the complete VLSI Chip-CTRNN 
design implementation with more concentration on the Complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor (CMOS) sub-threshold design concepts employed to implement the neural 
dynamics of the CTRNN mentioned in equation 3.1 (explained previously in chapter 2) 
and current mode programming Digital to Analog (DAC) interface design to provide on-
the-fly programmability of the neuron parameters. 
  
 As mentioned and shown in figure 3.1, the first stage of a CTRNN neuron 
contains a synapse module.  The synapse module performs a weighted summation of the 
presented inputs. A single analog multiplier is required for multiplying each neural input 
with an associated stored weight. If the input and output quantities are currents, 
summation follows from connecting the output nodes together according to Kirchoff’s 
current law. It has to be noted here that figure 3.1 only represents the block diagram of a 
single neuron CTRNN system. As mentioned, in a CTRNN, all the neurons are 
interconnected and every neuron receives other neurons’ outputs as its input. Hence the 
synapse on each neuron gets )(
ii
y    as inputs with i ranging from 1 to number of 
neurons.   Figure 3.2 shows the synapse implementation. Synapse is an analog multiplier 
that multiplies the input current with programmed weights. A simple operational 
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transconductance amplifier (OTA) is used as a synapse. The OTA has the following 
input-output relation [ ]: 
 
 
 In the above equation, Ib is the current in the drain of transistor N2, Vw is the gate 
voltage on the transistor N0 and Vref is the gate voltage on transistor N1. It can be seen 
that the output differential current is constant times the input current that flows through 
transistor N2 in figure 3.2.  
 The output curve is a hyperbolic tangent as described by equation 3.2. As long as 
the OTA is operated in the linear region of its hyperbolic tangent curve, it will act as a 
linear multiplier. In this synapse implementation, weights are stored as voltages on the 
gate of transistor N0. Transistors N0 and N1 are operated in the sub-threshold region 
where as N2 is operated in the saturation region. A voltage applied on the gate of N2 
causes a current to flow in its drain. Transistor N1 of the OTA based synapse holds the 
reference voltage that is supplied by a bias circuit, which will be discussed later. The 
voltages on N0, which are neuron weights range from -16 to +16. These raw weight 
values are mapped to transistor gate voltage values using the following mapping: 
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Figure 3.2 : Schematic of a synapse. Bulk connections of transistors are not shown. It is assumed that they are connected 
to relevant potentials, which in this case is Vss. 
 
In the above equation, Vw is the gate programming voltage, 2Vth is a constant with a 
value 120mV, and wmax is 16 .     Because the OTA output is a differential current, a 
differential to single ended converter is designed using p-type metal-oxide-semiconductor 
field effect transistors (PMOS). It can be observed from the figure that the synapse 
exhibits good linearity over its entire operating range. The next stage in the design is 
leaky integrator. Large programmable capacitors and resistors are required for 
implementing the leaky integrator. While it is possible to build the gm-C filters or 
capacitor arrays published in [72], in the interest of minimizing the expense of our test 
chip fabrication, we chose to implement them off-chip knowing that well-understood on-
chip alternatives were available.  Further, in this way it was easier to adapt the test chip 
for operation at many bandwidths by swapping out external RC components. The next  
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of a sigmoid. Bulk connections of transistors are not shown. It is assumed that they are connected 
to relevant potentials. 
 
stage implements the neuron activation function (a simple logistic sigmoid). The 
implementation of this circuitry is similar to that of the synapse circuitry, although, its 
operation is slightly different. While the synapse circuitry was operated in the linear 
region of the tanh curve, the sigmoid circuitry does not have such constraints. The 
sigmoid circuitry is shown in figure 3.3.  It can be seen that the synapse and sigmoid 
circuitry essentially have the same architecture. In the synapse circuit, input current was 
the controlling parameter and the differential voltage on the gates of N0 and N1 were 
treated constants. Here, the operation is determined by the differential voltage on the 
gates of N0 and N1. The drain current on N2 is set constant by an on-chip bias circuitry.    
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of a modified synapse cell with facilities for storing neural parameters. 
 
The gate voltages Vost- and Vost+ are driven by neuron bias and leaky integrator outputs 
respectively. The purpose of bias (

 ) in a CTRNN is to shift the level of sigmoid 
function along the horizontal axis. Hence, having one of the differential voltages as 

  
will help in achieving that goal. From the preceding discussion, it is clear that the neuron 
parameters are stored as charges on gates of transistors. For storing these parameters, 
some sort of analog memory is desired. Since the implementation in [38] was small and 
had few CTRNN parameters, it was chosen to be programmed the using external 
voltages, but this method will incur parasitic effects and external circuitry as the CTRNN 
size increases. Thus, this method will not be feasible for larger networks than 2x2 as the 
number of programming parameters becomes large. It would consume as many I/O pins 
on the pad frame and this is not elegant.  
 This issue is addressed by a feasible analog memory cell to store neural 
parameters. The analog memory was based on sample and hold circuits [73]. A synapse 
circuit with programming cells is shown in figure 3.4. Each memory cell consists of the 
same architecture. For a two-neuron circuit, there are six parameters (four weights and 
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two biases). Because weights and biases are stored on gates of OTAs, the performance of 
the CTRNN is going to be sensitive to the errors introduced by the leakage and injection 
charges due to the memory cells. To counter this, a differential memory scheme is 
employed where the second differential voltage of an OTA is also connected to a memory 
cell. The same control signals drive the memory cells on either side of an OTA. This 
way, the errors due to a memory cell are rejected by the OTA.   The programming cells 
are arranged into an array of two rows and three columns. Three bit address lines are used 
to select a memory cell for programming. When a memory cell is chosen, the row and 
column select lines corresponding to it are high. The S/H capacitor is charged to the input 
voltage value. After the sample time, the one of the select lines goes low depending on 
what cell is being programmed next. This turns the switch transistor off. At the same 
time, the dummy transistor with its source and drain shorted turns on.  
 The dummy transistor’s purpose is to minimize the charge injection and clock 
feed through effects [73]. It has to be noted that because of leakage effects [73] [74], the 
charge on the capacitor has to be periodically refreshed by an external refresh circuitry 
(via a microcontroller). The multiplexing DAC employed, is a current steering DAC to 
interface/program the binary coded CTRNN parameter to their respective analog voltages 
on the chip. Binary weighted PMOS current mirrors were used as shown in the Figure 
3.4. It can be seen that, the drains of the PMOS transistors are routed through a simple 
switch circuit. This switch circuit consists of two minimum sized PMOS transistors 
whose gates are controlled by the binary input code. For instance, transistors P14 and P15 
are controlled by the MSB of the digital input. If the MSB is 1, the drain current of P1 is 
routed to the net I+, which represents the cumulative current due to high bits. Similarly, I- 
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(a)                                                                                 (b) 
Figure 3.5.: The fabrication of the  VLSI-Chip CTRNN  is done at MOSIS using 0.6 Micron CMOS technology. Figure-a 
shows the 40-pdip packaged version of the chip with figure-b showing more details of the die photograph of the same. 
 
represents the cumulative current due to low bits. A digital code with the MSB high and 
rest of the bits low will result in equal current in I+ and I- nets. The reference circuit 
mentioned in [38] is used to convert this current into equivalent programming voltage.  
 
3.2.2   VLSI-Chip CTRNN for MFWR Control Substrate 
  Based on the implementation details mentioned in the last section, a second 
generation VLSI Chip-CTRNN, shown in figure 3.5., was fabricated using 0.6-micron 
CMOS technology. As already discussed above, this chip’s implementation has been 
developed to address low power consumption and small area utilization concerns, right 
from its conception [49] to its realization in the hardware, for use in evolvable hardware 
control applications targeting micro robots [61] [62].  The design in its present form can 
support up to a fully connected four neuron network with typical parameter ranges, 
mentioned in second chapter, with on-chip programmability of the same. Further, using 
the concepts introduced in the implementation section, the neuron weights and biases 
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employ a mixed signal DAC design with refreshing memory architecture circuitry to 
achieve programmability with 8-bit resolution. The time constants are programmable 
with 8-bit resolution with an off-chip digital potentiometer circuitry. The chip needs a 
regulated dual voltage power supply of +/-3.3 volts and occupies a 1.5X1.5 mm die area 
(shown in figure 3.5(b)). The neuron output signal ranges from 0 to 200 nA. Further, the 
design has been verified for its steady state characteristics using Cadence’s SPICE circuit 
simulator before its fabrication [59].  
For most successful micro robot applications based on evolutionary techniques, 
especially for flapping wing bots, off-line model-based learning would be preferred [55]. 
Though this rationale eliminates the need to provide the programmable circuitry on the 
final CTRNN chip, but only a pre-programmed analog CTRNN part which can 
successfully capture the off-line evolved CTRNN dynamics, there exists a need to 
provide on-the-fly programmable capabilities to handle unforeseen issues mentioned in 
[58]. Nonetheless, the chip implementation only occupies a 1.5X1.5 mm die area 
(including on-chip programmability and some test circuitry) and it can be seen that the 
analog CTRNN network circuitry consumes just 10% of the whole area with sub-
threshold design to limit power consumptions in the range of few mille watts. Further, the 
VLSI Chip-CTRNN has also been verified for its dynamical behavior functionality 
against its simulated counterpart [59], which makes easier to move the CTRNN 
configurations evolved in simulation to the Chip-CTRNN without any major calibrations.  
Thus, based on the tangible hardware results presented above, the VLSI Chip-
CTRNN has been proposed as a potential Neuromorphic flight controller substrate for 
envisioned MFWR like robots controller construction. Due to the practical constraints, a 
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1. eval := 0 
2. for I := 1 to N do 
3. pop[i] := RANDOM_BITSTRING(L) 
4. fitness[i] := EVALUATE(pop[i]) 
5. eval := eval + 1 
6. done 
7. i := 1 
8. whileeval< MAXEVALS do 
9. ifi< N then 
10. mutant := MUTATE(pop[i],MRATE) 
11. mfitness := EVALUATE(mutant) 
12. eval := eval + 1 
13. ifmfitness> fitness[i] then 
14. pop[i] := mutant 
15. fitniss[i] := mfitness 
16. endif 
17. i := i + 1 
18. else 
19. mutant := RANDOM_BITSTRING(L) 
20. mfitness := evaluate(mutant) 
21. eval := eval + 1 
22. j := WORST_SOLUTION(pop) 
23. ifmfitness> fitness[j] then 
24. pop[j] := mutant 
25. fitness[j] := mfitness 
26. endif 
27. i := 1 
28. endif 
29. done 
30. j := BEST_SOLUTION(pop) 
31. return pop[j] 
 
Figure. 3.6. Pseudocode for MiniPop Algorithm 
simulated CTRNN substrate will be employed to evolve the various possible flight 
controllers for a MFWR model, employed as part the feasibility experiments mentioned 
in this thesis. Since, the rationale to employ CTRNNs as a candidate substrate for 
evolving optimal controllers, is well established, the next logical step would be to choose 
an appropriate evolutionary algorithm that would be as space and power efficient as 
VLSI Chip-CTRNN design itself. The next section provides the details of such 
evolutionary algorithm called Minipop that can be implemented within the onboard 
constraints placed for micro robotics like MFWRs. 
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3.3   The Minipop Evolutionary Algorithm 
 
A significant challenge in proposing on-line learning and adjustment of CTRNNs 
while in service is the provision of an efficacious evolutionary algorithm that itself is 
very hardware efficient and of small size when implemented on chip. One such algorithm 
developed for CTRNN evolution in hardware-constrained environments is the minipop 
algorithm. This section will describe the developed minipop algorithm and also will 
evaluate the claim for its deployment as a possible evolutionary algorithm for evolving 
CTRNN flight controllers for MFWR like robots. 
The Minipop algorithm [58] is a light weight evolutionary algorithm driven by 
mutation and hypermutation [21]. The pseudo code for the MiniPop algorithm is shown 
in Figure 3.6. As shown in the pseudo code, the algorithm starts with initializing the 
population, with N members in it, by employing a RANDOM_BITSTRING( )  function that 
generates randomized bit strings of length L and evaluates each member in the initial 
population by EVALUATE( ) function that provides fitness score of that member string 
(Lines 1 – 6).  The algorithm’s core search process is driven by two tournaments; the 
mutation tournament and the hypermutation tournament (Lines 8 – 29). Lines 10 - 17 
contain the code for the mutation tournament, performed with the aid of  MUTATE( ) 
function, which mutates the given member with a mutation rate of MRATE . In this 
tournament a given population member competes with a mutated version of itself and if 
the mutant wins, it replaces the original member in the population. Lines 19 - 27 contain 
the code for the hypermutation tournament. In this tournament, the member of the 
population with the worst fitness, whose index is found by using WORST_SOLUTION(pop) , 
competes with a randomly generated bitstring (the hypermutant). If the hypermutant 
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wins, it replaces the worst solution member in the population. The above process 
continues for MAXEVALS  times and final returns a member with best fitness score indexed 
by the BEST_SOLUTION(pop) function.  The hypermutation tournament allows minipop to 
make large jumps across the search space. Minipop’s provision for hypermutation deals 
with problems, whose solution landscape contains neutral regions in it [21]. Since 
CTRNNs have degeneracy in its dynamics, which allows multiple network configurations 
to provide same fitness, by producing equal or nearly equal behavior, it presents neutral 
points in its fitness landscape. Thus there exists a possibility that a given algorithm can 
get stuck in this neutral regions and introducing a variant thru hypermutation in the 
population can increase the search efficacy, which is provided in the minipop algorithm. 
 
3.3.1   Minipop for MFWR In-flight CTRNN Controller  
 Though the minipop uses only two operations in its core search process, it was 
found effective in evolving CTRNN controllers for legged robot locomotion problem 
[21], with a population size as low as 4, in terms of evolving faster acceptable controllers 
with higher fitness. Moreover, due to its low computational requirement (simple mutation 
and comparison operations) in search process and effectiveness in evolving CTRNN 
controllers using low population sizes, minipop was easily implemented in digital 
hardware consuming small space and low power in a feasibility study [26]. A proposed 
simple data path to implement the minipop algorithm using digital logic blocks is shown 
in figure 3.7 from the implementation study [26]. Without getting into the complete 
functional details of the proposed datapath, it was shown from the synthesis of the same 
using Cadendence PKS tools in the implementation work [26] that a complete minipop 
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Figure. 3.7. Datapath design of Minipop implemented using digital logic blocks in [26] 
 
algorithm can be implemented for a eight neuron network with one external sensor, with 
1 Kbytes of memory, for storing initial and mutated population along with other  
evolutionary details like tournament information, generation count and generations taken 
to evolve first best solution (with other housekeeping details) and necessary 
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computational logic, in as small area as 5 mm
2
 in silicon area [26], for a population size 
of 4 and with 8-bit encoded neural parameters. 
As a consequence of the envisioned small area and low power implementation 
capabilities, the Minipop algorithm is chosen for the MFWR control experiments 
conducted as part of this thesis with a proposition that it provides enough tangible 
hardware implementation feasibility. The feasibility implications are in sync with the 
small area low power requirement of MFWR like robot’s onboard constraints and could 
be the future on-board learning algorithm that can support in-flight evolution of the 
CTRNN flight controllers to adapt to unforeseen changes in the environment and effecter 
malfunctions. 
With the well established rationale to employ hardware feasible CTRNN-EH 
devices that consist of CTRNN substrate and Minipop learning algorithm, the 
experiments in this thesis will concentrate on conducting the feasibility study to evolve 
various CTRNN-EH flight controllers for MFWR in a simulated CTRNN-EH device. In 
this same vein, the next section provides the necessary details of the simulated MFWR 
model employed as part of the proposed feasibility study. 
 
3.4   Micro-level Flapping Winged Robot Model 
 
 At the time of the initiation of this thesis, there existed only a few flapping wing 
robot models in the MFWR category that were both sufficiently detailed to be interesting 
and sufficiently simple to not require extensive CFD methods to evaluate [30] [31] [32]. 
Moreover only a few of them were envisioned to be following a progressive path towards 
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constructing a real vehicle and is sufficiently efficient as to allow a meaningful number of 
EAH experiments to be run. 
 
3.4.1   MFWR Model Overview 
 The goal of the Biomimetic Millisystem Lab at Berkeley was to build a Micro 
mechanical flying insect (MFI)by approximately 2030.The constraints placed on the 
construction of MFI , such as low power, small size , low mass and fast control is 
expected to trigger the development of novel technologies [33] in varied domains . The 
needs to consider the integration of components that do not all exist required, and lead to, 
the development the MFI simulated architecture [29] shown in figure 3.8.  The idea is 
that the whole vehicle can be simulated now based on virtual technologies and that the 
design can be incrementally transitioned into a real vehicle system as real versions of 
critical sub-systems become available. As shown in the figure 3.8, the simulation 
architecture is composed of five modules: the aerodynamics module, the body dynamics 
module, the sensor system module, the control system module, and the actuator system 
module.  This simulation architecture is based on the assumption that the Aerodynamics 
module can be modeled to take as input the wing motion trajectory and the velocities of 
the robot body and produce corresponding forces and toques in three dimensions. 
Further, the Body Dynamics module is modeled to take the aerodynamic forces 
and torques generated by the aerodynamics module and integrates, with the body 
dimension constraints, to compute the position and altitude of the robot as a function of 
time.   The Sensor system module can model the sensors used by the robot to interact and 
perceive the environment in which it is present and navigating in. These sensory systems 
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Figure 3.8: Adopted Micro Mechanical Flying Insect (MFI) simulation architecture  
can include optical flow sensors, chemical sensors, accelerometers and gyroscopes. The 
Control system can take as inputs the robot’s body and perception of the environment and 
decide a control strategy to achieve a desired mission or navigation by generating the 
optimal control signals for the Actuation system. The Actuation system can model the 
possible electromechanical systems that can take the control signals and generate wing 
kinematics in three degrees of freedom. The focus of this thesis would be to study the 
feasibility to evolve the control system modules in CTRNNs with a linear actuation 
system and an appropriate sensor system module for possible flight mode controls. The 
next consecutive sub-sections explains the details employed (re-states the adopted 
modeling equations found in [29]) in simulating the wing aerodynamics and body 
dynamics of the robot, based on the methods published in [30] [31]. 
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(a)                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 3.9: In figure-a the α (with range -90 to 90) indicates the instantaneous rotational  angle of the wing , Ф (with range 
-60 to 60) indicates the instantaneous stroke angle of the wing and  β (with range -45 to 45) indicates the instantaneous 
stroke plane angle of the wing. The parameters shown in figure-a are applicable to both the wings (left and right) like for 
example the instantaneous stroke angle shown in figure-b. In figure-a reference co-ordinate system (confined for robot’s 
motion and orientation) is shown with Z-axis running from ventral side to dorsal side of the insect and Y and X axis 
following the right hand co-ordinate system convention. The ψ, η and θ correspond to Yaw, Roll and Pitch orientations of 
the insect. Further details on the co-ordinate systems adopted will be mentioned in the later subsections. 
 
3.4.2   MFWR’s Wing Aerodynamics Module 
 As mentioned in [29], this adopted module from the MFI’s simulated architecture 
is based on the unsteady aerodynamics force generation study performed by employing 
the apparatus called Robofly [34] with two degrees of freedom in the wing, I.E. stroke 
and rotation motions shown in figure 3.9. This Robofly apparatus emulates the wing 
motion of a flying insect with a two-winged mechanical system setup. Further it is 
equipped with sensors at the wing bases which can measure the generated forces across 
the wing beat that can be used to estimate the required varying parameters for simulating 
an insect wing aerodynamics. The study using this apparatus detected three aerodynamics 
mechanisms: delayed stall, rotational circulation and wake capture.   
 The delayed stall mechanism is observed when there is a translational motion in 
the wing at a specified angle of attack, so it depends on wing’s translational velocity and 
angle of attack independent of the wing’s rotation, which can be simulated by 
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(a)                                                                           (b) 
 
Figure 3.10: A lateral view and a top view of the MFI’s Wing is shown in figure-a  and figure-b respectively. 
 
formulating the force equations as a function of the stroke angle. On other hand, the 
rotational circulation accounts for the interaction of the translational and rotational 
motion of the wing. This could be simulated by formulating the force equations in terms 
of stroke and rotational angles of the wing.  The wake capture is produced by the 
interaction of the wing, when it inverts its motion, with the fluid wake generated in the 
previous stroke, which essentially increases the lift generation. The wake capture 
mechanism is complex to capture in simulation and moreover if ever done, its 
computationally expensive process [33].  The adopted model would account only the 
delayed stall and the rotational circulation for the reasons mentioned in [30] and 
moreover a quasi-steady state aero dynamical model is chosen for the study, which 
assumes that the force equations derived for a two dimensional thin aerofoil moving with 
constant velocity at a constant angle of attack, would apply for the time varying three 
dimensional flapping wing also [35].  
 As mentioned in [34] , the aerodynamic forces generated by the delayed stall can 
be decomposed into two forces, shown in figure 3.10, one normal to the wing surface 
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2))()(*(*)(**)( tUtdtCrotBtFrot                                                        (3.5) 
2))()(*(*)(**)( tUtdtCnAtFn    
2))()(*(*)(**)( tUtdtCtAtFt                                                           (3.4) 
(Fn) and another one tangential (Ft) to the same. From [34] , these forces can be 
computed in terms of stroke , rotation, wing velocity and body velocity as below :: 
 
Here A and d are specific to the wing morphology and are constant throughout the 
simulation, where as the body velocity (U) along with the wing’s rotation angle ( ) and 
stroke angle rate ( ) are varying with time. The Cn and Ct are the normal and tangential 
force coefficients that can be computed from lift and drag coefficients empirically 
measured on the robofly data from [34]. 
The rotational force (Frot) produced due to rotational circulation can be computed 
with below equation: 
 
Here B is a constant dependent on the wing morphology and Crot is calculated based on 
the point of force acting from the wing’s base as mentioned in [34]. These rotational and 
translational aerodynamic forces produced by the wing can be used to estimate the lift 
and drag forces exerted on the body using the method described in [33]. 
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3.4.3    MFWR’s Body Dynamics Module 
For accounting the accurate decomposition of the forces acted on the robot body a three 
separate co-ordinate systems has been employed, which are mentioned in [33] and shown 
in figure 3.9. These co-ordinate systems are a fixed frame coordinate system, an insect 
body frame coordinate system attached to the robot’s center of gravity and finally a 
stroke plane frame coordinate system that is attached to the wing base; this is also the 
plane to which the wing motion is approximately confined during the flapping fight. 
As it is possible to obtain the aerodynamic forces generated by the wing 
kinematics, mentioned in the previous section, it has been assumed that the total lift and 
drag forces generated at the wing base can be seen as the external wrench [ƒ
b
 τ
b
]  applied 
at the center of the mass and specified with respect to the body coordinate frame that 
could be integrated using  rigid body equations of motion [34], shown in 3.9,  to obtain 
the instantaneous position and attitude in three dimensions, that will govern the trajectory 
of the MFWR in the body coordinate frame. 
 
 
Where I is the inertia matrix of the MFWR’s body, v
b
 is the velocity vector of the center 
of mass and ω
b
 is the angular velocity vector in body frame. As mentioned the wrench 
(forces and torque) is mainly consists of the aerodynamic forces and torques, but to 
further capture the real world accuracy the gravity and viscous effects on the body are 
considered as mentioned later. Thus, accounting for the aerodynamics forces component 
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of the wrench, given the lift and drag generated by aerodynamics, together with the stroke 
angle, the forces and torques in stroke plane can be calculated as: 
 
 
 
 
To obtain the aerodynamics forces and torques in the body frame, a coordinate 
transformation is computed as:  
 
 
 
where Rcb is the rotation matrix of the body frame relative to the stroke plane, and 
𝑝ˆ𝑐𝑏 represents the translation of the origin of the body frame from the stroke plane as 
mentioned in [33]. For better accuracy in the simulation the gravitational forces and 
torques in body frame are accounted by the below equations: 
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Where R is the rotational matrix of the body frame relative to fixed frame, and g is the 
gravitational acceleration as mentioned in [33]. Moreover, the viscous damping exerted 
by the air on the insect body is approximately accounted by below equations: 
Where Cd is the viscous damping coefficient, ρ is the density of the air, ι1 is the gravity 
acting point, ι is the body length, r is the body radius. The total forces and torques in the 
body frame are given by the sum of the previous three forces, i.e ƒ
b
 = ƒ
𝑎
𝑏
 +ƒ
𝑔
𝑏
+ƒ
𝑑
𝑏
 and τ
b
 = 
𝜏𝑎
𝑏  +𝜏𝑔
𝑏+ 𝜏𝑑
𝑏 . The values for the body and wing morphological parameters, such as lengths 
and masses, are not fixed, thus allowing the simulation of different insects. Substituting 
the calculated total force and torque (ƒ
b
 τ
b
) in equation 3.6 will produce the linear and 
angular velocities of the insect body and from which the position and attitude of the same 
can be calculated. The next section provides the general experimental setup along with 
the specific CTRNN architecture adopted to evolve different possible flight controllers 
for the simulated MFWR model.   
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of MFWR specific CTRNN-EH Architecture 
3.5   MFWR Specific CTRNN-EH Architecture 
  
 This section provides a discussion how CTRNN, Minipop, and the MFWR model 
are combined to create an experimental vehicle for EAH flight-control learning 
experiments. 
 
3.5.1   Experimental Setup 
 As shown in figure 3.11, the CTRNN-EH architecture employed for the 
experiments should consists of custom CTRNN architecture interfaced appropriately to a 
simulated MFWR model and configured via an evolutionary algorithm. These three 
components of the CTRNN-EH architecture: the simulated MFWR model, custom 
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of the simulated Micro-level Flapping Winged Robot (MFWR) 
CTRNN architecture and the evolutionary algorithm are applicable to all sets of 
experiments to be described in this thesis and the evaluation component (I.E. evaluation 
function) will be specific to each unique experiment in its own context. The above 
mentioned MFWR specific components are described below: 
 
3.5.1.1    Simulated MFWR Model 
 As mentioned earlier, a simplified Micro mechanical flying insect (MFI) model, 
described in earlier section 3.4, has been adopted to simulate the Micro-level Flapping 
Winged Robot (MFWR), in C language for purposes of the experiments conducted in 
context of this thesis. The MFWR model has been simulated with realistic and envisioned 
physical and environmental parameters like: robot’s mass of 100 mg, envisioned wing 
length of 25 mm, acceleration due to gravity value of 9.8 m/sec
2
, air dampening 
coefficient of 62.3X10
-6
 N-sec/m, stroke angle range of -60 to +60, rotational angle range 
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of -90 to +90 and with some constant parameters derived and mentioned in [33]. Further, 
the differential equations characterizing the internal dynamics of the robot model, shown 
in equation 3.3, has been computed using Runge-Kutte (RK4) numerical method. In brief, 
the implemented MFWR model takes below parameters as wing (left and right) actuation 
parametric inputs and produces the position and attitude information of the MFWR in the 
world co-ordinate system as shown in figure 3.12. Additionally, the model also takes the 
body linear velocity and angular velocity from the previous simulation step making it an 
internal feedback system.  
 
3.5.1.2    MFWR Specific CTRNN Architecture 
After some preliminary exploratory experimentation conducted with the simulated 
MFWR model, the custom CTRNN architecture shown in figure 3.13 was chosen as to be 
less-redundant architecture and with enough flexibility to embed into its dynamics the 
optimal control laws required for different flight modes. The actuation dynamics modeled 
for each wing can presently control the stroke and rotational parameters of the wing with 
a constant stroke plane angle, shown in figure 3.9. This modularized CTRNN architecture 
shown in figure 3.13, has a central core network block that can produce signals which are 
delivered to each wing trajectory actuation after being processed by a delay network 
block. The delay networks are placed to produce asymmetric/symmetric actuations of left 
wing with respect to right wing or vice-a-versa to produce net non-zero/zero torques and 
forces in Y-direction or for changing the overall orientation of the robot as required. 
Based on the evolutionary approach applied in [56], a gating network whose output 
behavior is similar to that of an analog multiplier with input signals being actuation signal   
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Figure 3.13: Interfacing CTRNN Architecture to MFWR Model for flight controller evolution and evaluation 
 
(stroke or rotation) and a delay signal is assumed. For the experiments, to be described in 
this thesis, a fully-connected eight neuron network is chosen for the central core network 
block and the evolutionary algorithm is employed to evolve the central core network 
and/or the delay duration for the outer delay networks, with a maximum projected 
controller fabrication area of 5 mm
2
 ,extrapolated from the information presented in 
section 3.2 that a completely programmable four neuron chip can be implemented in a 
silicon area of about 2 mm
2
. The next sub-section provides the details of the evolutionary 
algorithm employed in the present experiments.  
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3.5.1.3   MFWR Specific Evolutionary Algorithm 
As mentioned in section 3.3, one would assume that it is a viable option to employ 
off-line evolved controllers for micro robot control, but on contrary there exists reasons 
mentioned in [75] which would require on-line learning capabilities to be embedded in 
the on-board controllers. As mentioned earlier, the Minipop, was developed and tested 
for various performance criteria to be the algorithm that shall be implemented on the 
adaptive CTRNN-EH hardware [57]. Summarizing the section 3.3 of this chapter, the 
Minipop algorithm is characterized by its small population and use of only mutation 
operator and hyper-mutation based tournament during the learning process [21], which 
makes it’s computationally inexpensive in terms of space and power [26]. As a 
consequence of the envisioned small area and low power implementation capabilities, the 
Minipop algorithm is chosen for the MFWR control experiments conducted as part of this 
thesis. After some initial feasibility study conducted with a population sizes in the range 
of 10 to 4. The population size of 4 was chosen to as effective as the higher population 
sizes. Moreover as part of the same feasibility tests, it was deduced that an 8-bit neural 
parameter encoding is as effective as higher encoded bit strings for the same. The 
combinations of population size of 4 and encoding bit string length of 8-bits and central 
core network of eight neurons with one external sensor, comply with the available 
minipop hardware implementation specifications mentioned in section 3.4, which was 
projected to be realized in a 5 mm
2 
silicon area.  
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3.5.1.4   MFWR Specific Evaluation Block/Function 
As mentioned in section 3.4, it is possible to collect the complete set of position and 
orientation data of the simulated MFWR under a given stroke and rotation kinematic 
control signal behavior. Thus, for every generation of the evolutionary algorithm, each 
evolved controller configurations of central core block and delay block inputs (simulated 
in CTRNNs [56]) are allowed to run against the simulated MFWR model for about 
100000 to 500000 simulation time steps (with each time step equal to 1 millisecond) to 
record the position and orientation set, defining the trajectory of the MFWR. Further, 
only this recorded MFWR trajectory (stored in position and orientation data set) is 
employed for the ranking the evolved controller based on the evaluation function specific 
to the desired flight mode controllers being evolved in the experiment. The evaluation 
function/functions for each mode controller are explained in detail as required for specific 
individual experiment categories to be described in next chapters of this document. 
In this chapter the motivation to employ specific neuromorphic EH device, that is 
CTRNN-EH device has been justified with necessary details showing that the hardware 
feasibility study of VLSI Chip-CTRNN and Minipop’s hardware implementation comply 
with the MFWR’s onboard area and power constraints. Additionally, the details of the 
variant robot model of the MFI insect model called MFWR has been presented, which 
will be employed for the feasibility study experiments to be described in the next 
chapters. Further, the general experimental setup details have been provided with 
justifications for the specifications for each component of the CTRNN-EH architecture 
framework that would be employed during the evolution of flight controllers, whose 
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designed evaluation criteria along with results and possible analysis of the evolved 
controllers will be discussed in next following chapters. 
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Chapter 4 
Evolving Autonomous Flight 
Controllers 
4.1   Introduction 
Autonomous CTRNN-EH controllers [4], are analog neuromorphic devices that can 
produce appropriate and sustained effecter outputs that satisfy the required behavioral 
criteria of the unit (plant) being controlled, without inputs from the plant or the 
environment in which it exists.  In more formal terms, an autonomous CTRNN-EH 
device is an analog, neuromorphic, open-loop controller that can be viewed as an 
autonomous non-linear dynamical system.   This chapter will describe efforts aimed at 
evolving autonomous CTRNN-EH controllers for a number of flapping-wing vehicle 
flight modes.  These investigations serve two purposes.  The first is to provide a set of 
hopefully simple CTRNN-EH devices that can be reverse engineered to uncover neuro-
computation strategies that can be exploited in more complex devices to come later.  The 
second is to provide a set of flight-behavior specific controller blocks that themselves can 
be used as components in attempts to evolve closed-loop, non-autonomous CTRNN-EH 
devices.  The chapter will begin with a description of the MFWR-specific CTRNN-EH 
architecture for autonomous controllers and evolutionary algorithm specifications that 
would be employed for the experiments to be described in this chapter. Followed by in-
detail description of the evolution strategy applied to evolve different flight controllers 
will be provided along with the yield statistics and the analysis of the evolved controllers. 
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Fig.4.1: Interfacing CTRNN Architecture with the MFWR Model. 
  
4.2   Autonomous Architecture & Evolutionary Algorithm        
        Specifications 
 
The MFWR-specific CTRNN-EH architecture proposed in chapter 3 has been 
altered to satisfy the autonomous constraint, which is that the architecture would be 
devoid of any external sensor input, is employed in evolving the autonomous flight 
controllers. A pictorial representation of the autonomous constraint based architecture is 
shown in figure 4.1.  
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As mentioned earlier, the MFWR-specific autonomous CTRNN-EH architecture has 
in it a central core network, as shown in figure 4.1, an eight neuron fully-connected 
network. Each individual CTRNN neuron is specified by one bias, one time constant and 
eight weighted connections from all neurons in the network (seven connections to other 
neurons, and one self-connection). Thus, the central core network, with eight neurons, is 
fully specified by the numeric value settings of eighty parameters. The aforementioned 
minipop EA is implemented with a population size of 4 and a mutation rate of 0.005. The 
genome length chosen was equal to total number of bits employed to encode a given 
CTRNN configuration. Each neuron parameter in the configuration is encoded in eight 
bits, which aggregates to a genome length of 640 bits to represent the central core 
network. The delay input interval duration for gate networks are encoded in an eight-bit 
string. Employing the aforementioned architecture and algorithm specifications the next 
sections provide the details of the evolution algorithm applied to evolve autonomous 
cruise, altitude gain and steer controllers. 
4.3   Evolving Cruising Mode Controllers 
 
 An acceptable behavior of MFWR under an evolved Cruise Mode controller is to 
produce motion in a forward direction that is greater than the motion in altitude or 
sideward directions.  Moreover, it should also maintain zero angular velocity along the 
three vehicle frame axes (zero pitch, roll and yaw). The later criteria of the expected 
controller can be met by employing pre-evolved CTRNN-EH gate networks with 
symmetric delays. But the first and primary criteria of the controller should be evolved in 
the central core network, shown in figure 4.1, since this is only module in the architecture  
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Fig.4.2. The figure shows the relation between the expected cruise behavior of MFWR and the fitness evaluation 
function employed to evolve the CTRNN-EH controllers to achieve the same behavior under control. An acceptable 
cruise controller has to propel the MFWR in forward direction and minimize the variation in the altitude. Thus, the 
fitness score employed to evolve the Cruise controllers should reward any forward motion (in X-direction) and penalize 
any variations in altitude (in Z-direction). 
capable of generating any dynamics to drive the wings. Thus, an evaluation function to 
capture this established cruise criteria should observe the motion of the MFWR under the 
control of the potential controller and reward the controller on generation of the forward 
motion and penalize it on generation of altitude variations. A pictorial representation of 
the expected autonomous cruise behavior and the established relation to its potential 
evaluation function is shown in figure 4.2. Thus, the below evaluation function is 
designed with a minimizing fitness strategy [11], to capture the expected cruise behavior 
in MFWR: 
 
 
(|
i 0
i N
Pzi | |Pyi | Pxi)
N
                                                                                  (4.1) 
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(A) 
 
(B) 
Fig.4.3. The Motion of the MFWR  in three dimensions (shown in (A)) controlled by a Cruise Mode Controller actuated wing 
kinematics (shown in (B)). A higher resolution time-scale view of the wing kinematics for the corresponding controller is shown 
in figure 4.4. A similar type of the controller with less aggressive forward motion rate but with better minimized variations in 
altitude is shown in figure 4.5. 
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Fig.4.4. A higher resolution time-scale view of the wing kinematics shown in figure 4.4(b). 
 
Where Pzi , Pxi and Pyi are the instantaneous positional data of MFWR moment in 
Z(altitude), X(forward) and Y(sideward) directions under the control of the wing 
kinematics generated by the controller and N is the total number of time steps present in 
each evaluation period. 
    It can be observed that above evaluation function captures the expected forward 
motion by placing constraints on the controller to maximize Pxi  term, because it is a 
negating summation variable in the above minimizing fitness strategy function. Further, 
the altitude sustainability constraint is enforced by  | Pzi | term, which captures the 
averaging absolute measure of the variation in the altitude across the evaluation time, and 
a evolved cruising controller’s fitness should minimize this factor so as to favor the 
overall fitness value contributed by the Pxi  term. Thus, at least theoretically, the 
established fitness evaluation function for evolving cruising mode controllers rewards the  
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(A) 
 
(B) 
Fig.4.5. The Motion of the MFWR  in three dimensions (shown in (A)) controlled by a Cruise Mode Controller actuated wing 
kinematics (shown in (B)). It can be observed that though the controller was not aggressive about producing faster forward 
motion in the MFWR, it effectively controls and keeps the overall variations in the altitude to zero. 
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forward motion of the MFWR and penalizes the variations in its altitude, when placed 
under the control.  
It was observed that evolved autonomous cruise mode controllers employing the 
above mentioned evaluation function have been successful in achieving the desired cruise 
behavior in MFWR, which is to favor forward motion and penalize the altitude 
variations. One of the evolved CTRNN-EH Cruising Mode controller actuated wing 
kinematics is shown in figure 4.3(b) and its corresponding positional data of the MFI 
robot is shown in figure 4.3(a). It can be observed from the figure 4.3(a) that the above 
employed fitness evaluation function indeed was successful in capturing the required 
cruising behavior in the MFWR, which minimized the altitude variation and maximized 
the forward motion, under the control of the evolved CTRNN-EH controller. A total of 
30 evolutionary algorithm (I.E. minipop) runs have been conducted, which included 
500000 evaluations in each run and with evaluation period of 100000 time steps  
(with each time step equivalent to 1 milli second). On average each evolutionary run took 
about 25 days to complete on a linux machine with 2.8 GHz Intel Celeron processors. 
Moreover only 9 of those experiments yielded an acceptable controller satisfying the 
cruise behavior mentioned earlier for this controller.  
 
4.4   Evolving Altitude Gain Mode Controllers 
 
An acceptable behavior of MFWR under an evolved altitude gain controller is to produce 
an altitude motion that is greater than the motion in forward or sideward directions and 
maintain a zero angular velocity in three directions (Pitch, Roll and Yaw).  The second  
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Fig.4.6. The figure shows the relation between the expected Altitude Gain behavior of MFWR and the fitness evaluation 
function employed to evolve the CTRNN-EH controllers to achieve the same behavior under control. An acceptable 
altitude gain controller has to provide enough lift to produce positive altitude gain in MFWR and minimize the variation 
in the forward, backward and sideward directions. Thus, the fitness score employed to evolve the Altitude gain 
controllers should reward any positive altitude (in Z-direction) and penalize any variations in other directions (in X-
direction and Y-direction). 
 
criteria of the controller can be realized by employing the previously mentioned pre-
evolved CTRNN-EH gate networks with zero/symmetric delays for both the wing 
kinematics. But the first and primary criteria of the controller should be evolved in the 
central core network, shown in figure 4.1. Thus, an evaluation function to capture this 
established altitude gain criteria should observe the motion of the MFWR under the 
control of the potential controller and reward the controller on generation of the altitude 
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gain and penalize it on generation of forward motion. A pictorial representation of the 
expected autonomous altitude gain behavior and the established relation to its potential 
evaluation function is shown in figure 4.6. Thus, below evaluation function is designed 
with a maximizing fitness strategy [11], to capture the expected altitude gain behavior in 
MFWR: 
 
 
 
Where Pzi , Pxi and Pyi are the instantaneous positional data of MFWR moment in 
Z(altitude),X(forward) and Y(sideward) directions under the wing kinematics generated 
by the controller and N is the total number of time steps present in each evaluation 
period.  
One can observe from the above evaluation function that the positive moment of 
the MFWR in Z direction (I.E. altitude gain of the MFWR) is rewarded as it maximizes 
the fitness score by maximizing the Pzi term. Further, any motion in forward, backward 
and sideward directions will be penalized by reducing the fitness score, by maximizing 
the | Pxi | and | Pyi | terms.  Thus, at least theoretically, the established fitness evaluation 
function for evolving Altitude Gain mode controllers rewards the altitude-rise motion of 
the MFWR and penalizes the variations in its forward, backward or sideward motion, 
when placed under the control.  
N
PyiPxiPzi
Ni
i
|)|||(
0                                                           (4.1) 
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(A) 
 
(B) 
Fig.4.7. The Motion of the MFWR in three dimensions (shown in (A)) controlled by Altitude Gain Mode Controller 
actuated wing kinematics (shown in (B)) 
 
It has been observed that the evolved altitude gain controllers, which are evolved 
employing the above evaluation function, were successful in producing the desired 
altitude gain behavior in MFWR. One of the evolved CTRNN-EH Altitude Gain mode 
controller actuated wing kinematics is shown in figure 4.7(b) and the corresponding 
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positional data of the MFWR robot is shown in figure 4.7(a). It can be observed from the 
figure 4.7(a) that the above employed fitness evaluation function was successful in 
capturing the required altitude gain behavior in the MFWR, which maximized the altitude 
gain and minimized other motions in forward or backward directions, under the control of 
the evolved CTRNN-EH controller. A total of 30 EA runs have been conducted, which 
included 500000 evaluations in each run and with evaluation period of 100000 time steps 
(with each time step equivalent to 1 milli second). On average each evolutionary run took 
about 25 days to complete on a linux machine with 2.8 GHz Intel Celeron processors.. 
Moreover 22 of those experiments yielded an acceptable controller satisfying the altitude 
behavior mentioned earlier for this controller. 
 
4.5   Evolving Steering Mode Controllers 
 
An acceptable Steering Mode controller, as shown in figure 4.8, should control the 
MFWR to produce motion in a sideward direction that is greater than the motion in 
altitude or forward directions. It should also sustain non-zero but stable attitude in the 
three directions (Pitch, Roll and Yaw) and a positive altitude.  After investigating the 
MFI flight analysis work mentioned in [33], it has been derived that it is required to have 
a non-zero yaw in the robot for a short interval, to produce the sideward motion. 
Moreover, due to the presence of the outer delay blocks in the anticipated MFWR-
specific CTRNN-EH architecture (shown in figure 4.1); it is possible to produce a 
negative or positive yaw in the MFWR.  
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Though there exists more than one approach to evolve steer controllers, with the 
above mentioned criterion and the flexibility in the architecture, it has been preferred to 
employ a low-level incremental evolution method. First phase of the evolution has been 
designed to satisfy the altitude sustainability criteria by first evolving the central core 
network with the below evaluation function, with maximizing fitness strategy, and 
zero/symmetric delays in outer delay blocks: 
 
Where Pzi is the instantaneous positional data of MFWR moment in altitude direction 
under the wing kinematics generated by the controller and N is the total number of time 
steps present in each evaluation period. The above mentioned fitness evaluation function 
(in equation 4.3) is a modified version of the fitness evaluation function used to evolve 
altitude gain controllers, with unconstrained forward and backward motion.  
Second phase of the evolution is designed to evolve the delays in the outer delay 
blocks with below evaluation function, with minimizing fitness strategy, and employing 
the pre-evolved central core block evolved as first phase of the evolution: 
 
 
 
One can observe in the above evaluation function that the delays being evolved in the 
outer delay block are constrained to satisfy the overall positive sideward moment, by 
maximizing the negating Pyi term of the MFWR. Further, as described previously for 
cruise mode controllers, the altitude sustainability of MFWR is enforced by the absolute  
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Fig.4.8. The figure shows the relation between the expected steer behavior of MFWR and the fitness evaluation function 
employed to evolve the CTRNN-EH controllers to achieve the same behavior under control. An acceptable steer controller 
has to propel the MFWR in sideward direction and minimize the variation in the altitude and forward directions (I.E. motion 
in XZ plane). Thus, the fitness score employed to evolve the steer controllers should reward any sideward motion (in Y-
direction) and penalize any variations in altitude and forward directions (in XZ-plane). 
 
valued |Pzi | term in the evaluation function.  This two phase approach is pictorial 
represented in figure 4.8; with the expected steer behavior’s relation to the employed 
fitness evaluation function .It has been observed that the two phase approach with 
designed evaluation functions, was successful in evolving acceptable steer controllers 
.One of the first evolution phase’s evolved central core networks of Steering mode 
controller actuated wing kinematics is shown in figure 4.9(a). The corresponding 
positional data of the MFWR with the second evolution phase’s evolved delay of 0.3 
seconds for the right wing with respect to the left wing is shown in figure 4.9(b). A total 
of 60 EA runs have been conducted, which included 250000 evaluations in each run and  
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(A) 
 
(B) 
Fig.4.9: Wing Kinematics generated by the Central core network of a Steering mode controllers (with stroke plane 
angle fixed at zero, shown in (A)) and motion of the insect under its effect is shown in (B). 
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with evaluation period of 100000 time steps. On average each evolutionary run took 
about 30 days (equally divided among two evolution phases) to complete on a linux 
machine with 2.8 GHz Intel Celeron processors. Moreover 13 of the 30 experiments 
yielded in acceptable controllers satisfying the cruise behavior mentioned earlier for this 
controller.   
 
4.6   Analysis of the Evolved Autonomous Controllers 
 
The evolved autonomous CTRNN-EH flight controllers mentioned in this chapter 
would be better accepted for practical deployment, at least for engineers, if their 
functionality can be explained using known general principles of engineering. As with all 
evolvable hardware based methods, there exists a possibility that the acceptance of the 
evolved flight controllers, merely in terms of fitness score value (which is based on the 
closely approximating the acceptable overall body trajectory behavior), could have been 
exploited the possible underlying noise in the MFWR model to gain optimal controller 
status. Thus, the first possible analysis to accept the evolved flight controller is to 
diligently observe and validate the insect’s temporal behavior when coupled with the 
evolved controller’s dynamics and determine if they satisfy the known principal physical 
characteristics of the MFWR model flight behavior. Further, it would be of interest to 
explain the evolved controllers by possible decomposition of the CTRNN-EH layer in 
terms of logical control blocks. The next sub-sections deal with analyzing the evolved 
controllers with two deduced approaches mentioned below: 
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4.6.1   Acceptability Analysis  
During the course of this work, it was deduced that the acceptability of the physical 
behavior of the MFWR flight, produced by the evolved flight controllers could be readily 
understood by qualitatively contrasting them, with the information discerned from the 
empirical study conducted on the MFI insect model [33]. During the mentioned empirical 
study, it was demonstrated that an appropriately parameterized wing’s rotational 
trajectory (the parameters being frequency, amplitude and phase), can produce thrust in 
the wing motion plane that can counter air damping and drag on the insect’s body, which 
in turn leads to proportional  motion of the robot in forward direction. Additional, it has 
been deduced that an appropriate and steady stroke trajectory envelope in the wing 
kinematics, at positive rotational position and rate of the wing (I.E. upstroke of the wing), 
can produce positive lift in MFI (which would counter the gravitational forces and leads 
to rise in the altitude), and the same stroke envelope at negative rotational position and 
rate would generate anti-lift (which leads to drop in the altitude). Thus, any designed or 
evolved controllers for MFWR model should at least qualitatively satisfy this empirically 
deduced criterion, established for the MFI insect model flight behavior. 
It was demonstrated in previous sections that the autonomous controllers, evolved 
merely based on simple fitness evaluation functions, produced an acceptable physical 
behavior in the MFWR model in terms of overall body trajectory. Furthermore, when 
diligently observed, the wing trajectory (rotational and stroke) produced by the evolved 
flight controllers (for a given fitness criteria) seems to abide with the empirically 
established wing trajectory criterion (from MFI insect model flight behavior study).  For 
instance, the evolved autonomous altitude gain controllers have demonstrated to produce 
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steady variations in wing’s stroke motion, with positive rotational angle and with 
minimum rotational rate (close to zero) (shown in Figure 4.7) to achieve the acceptable 
behavior of maximizing the MFWR’s altitude (the physical behavior that is only possible 
if an appropriate positive lift (I.E. greater than zero) is generated in the body dynamics).  
Thus, it can be deduced that the behavior produced by the evolved autonomous altitude 
gain controllers in the wing kinematics corroborates with the established empirical 
criteria that periodic activation of wing’s stroke trajectory with appropriate amplitude can 
counter the gravitational forces acting on the insect body thus producing lift [33].  
In case of evolved autonomous cruising mode controllers, the evolved dynamics 
seems to use two degrees of freedom (stroke and rotation) in the wing kinematics (shown 
in figure 4.3) to produce the acceptable behavior of cruising. To understand this evolved 
behavior, it is necessary to revisit the criteria of the acceptable cruise behavior during the 
evolution. The presumed acceptable cruise behavior in MFWR’s body trajectory was to 
produce maximum forward motion without any loss in the altitude of the body. Thus, any 
designed or evolved cruise controller should not only produce translational forces and 
torques in the MFWR’s body dynamics to counter the air damping and drag acting on it 
for generating forward motion, but also should produce non-negative lift in the body to 
sustain the initial altitude of MFWR. 
   Thus, as shown in figure 4.3, the envelope of the stroke trajectory of the wing, is 
evolved to be a high frequency oscillatory pattern, of whose amplitude and frequency are 
periodically modulated by the rotational trajectory of the wing. Further, observing 
closely, the stroke motion of the wing increases in amplitude and frequency at the lower 
peaks of the rotational trajectory (point in the trajectory at which the rate of rotational 
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motion is almost zero and the absolute value of rotation is positive), which generates 
enough (dipping half cycle of the rotation) positive lift, to retain the lost altitude of the 
MFWR in the consecutive rising half cycle of the rotation trajectory (I.E. the cycle which 
generates negative lift).  
These simplified control patterns observed in the autonomous cruising mode 
controllers have shown to consecutively follow the positive and negative lift  generation 
cycles in the wing plane to sustain insect’s body altitude with progressive forward motion 
in MFWR. Thus, this observed optimal wing kinematics patterns evolved in autonomous 
cruise and altitude gain controllers have qualitatively corroborated with the prior 
mentioned general principle of positive and negative lift generation behavior established 
for MFI flight study. Additionally , as shown in figure 4.5 , there also exists slow-moving 
autonomous cruise controllers evolved to satisfy the acceptable cruise behavior, by 
producing positive lift and forward motion cycle (during the flight) by activating the 
wing kinematics followed by an inactive cycle (in the wing kinematics), thus 
compensating for the altitude gained during the positive lift cycle. Nonetheless, if 
observed closely at the dipping half cycle of the rotation trajectory, this slow-moving 
cruise controller still satisfies the general principle of lift generation mentioned 
previously. 
 
4.6.2   Qualitative Functional Decomposition Analysis  
The initial investigations on internal dynamics of the CTRNN architecture in the 
evolved autonomous flight controllers has been speculated to reduce into possibly 
understandable dynamic Central Pattern Generators (CPG) , which have been previously  
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Fig.4.10. A pictorial representation of the “Dynamics-deprived Neuron Elimination”  process.  The primary neurons are 
labeled as “P” and subsidiary neurons are labeled as “S”.  A three step process is adopted here, starting with eliminating the 
neurons with saturated dynamics in them as shown in (A), followed by folding the saturated output of the eliminated neurons 
as bias into the survival neurons as shown in (B). The final step shown in (C) is to verify the qualitative match of the 
dynamics produced by the bias modified (labeled with “*”) individual neurons to their counterparts in the original 
architecture. 
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employed in [16] to decompose and explain the functionality of the evolved CTRNN-EH 
controllers for legged robot locomotion. But since the present controllers in the context 
are different in their saturation and frequency behavior, the decomposable control 
modular structures may not be possibly is presented in an understandable CPG template. 
Briefly, in most cases one can perceive the CPG-patterned CTRNN-EH controller as 
the collection of neuron modules that have been evolved appropriately at individual 
neuron level, to produce autonomous oscillatory dynamics, without any external 
oscillations or bias.  The possibility of a two neuron CTRNN-EH controller producing 
autonomous oscillatory dynamics has been demonstrated in [1], and further the later work 
in the same realm [ 13] [12 ] provided a logical  CPG template, in which neurons inhibit 
each other with a time delay, which further leads to continuously destabilizing each other 
to generate oscillatory dynamics. The evolved autonomous altitude gain, cruising and 
steering and controllers fall under the CPG template and could be decomposed into a 
collection of explainable oscillatory and non-oscillatory neuron groups that produced 
desired control of the evolved flight behaviors.  
Thus, it would be necessary to find and separate the possible independent and 
dependent oscillatory control modules in an evolved controller that could aid in 
characterizing a given controller using known CPG template. Further this decomposition 
process could provide a qualitative view and human understandable structure of the 
lower-level coordination among these separated modules, which primarily govern the 
behavior of a given evolved controller. In this vein, a three step procedure is adopted to 
qualitatively decompose the evolved controllers: 
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(A)                           (B) 
Fig.4.11. A pictorial representation of the “Frequency-based Grouping” process. The first step of the process, as shown 
in (A) is to determine a relative threshold time constant (Tau) for the reduced network , reduced by “Dynamics-deprived 
Neuron elimination” process , followed by grouping the neurons in the architecture based on the frequency of the output 
produced by individual neuron (I.E. the neurons with time constant less than the relative threshold are clustered into 
high frequency group and neurons with time constants more than the relative threshold are clustered into low frequency 
group) as shown in (B).   
 
Dynamics-Deprived Neuron Elimination: To simplify the process of decomposing the 
evolved controllers into a group of functional units, a step-by-step neuron elimination 
technique, shown in figure 4.10, has been employed to possibly reduce the size of the 
existing 8 neuron CTRNN-EH controllers. As show in the figure 4.10, one can assign a 
role to individual neurons in a given CTRNN-EH controller architecture, based on their 
functional value. The neurons that are connected directly to the effectors module of the 
MFWR can be designated as primary neurons and others can be designated as secondary 
neurons. It is obvious that primary neurons cannot be dynamics-deprived neurons, but 
some of the secondary neurons that saturate to minimum or maximum of neuron output  
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(A)                          (B) 
Fig.4.12. A pictorial representation of the “Lesion Study” process. The lesion study is based on the idea that it is possible to 
determine the underlying governing functional principle of the network with rigorously observing the behavior changes in 
the network for appropriate combinations of the amputations. Based on the complexity of the controller, the lesion study can 
be performed between neurons in distinct frequency groups, which is performing inter-group amputations, shown in (A), or 
between the neurons in the same frequency group, that is intra-group amputations shown in (B).  
 
level during flight controller period qualify to be dynamics-deprived neurons. These 
detected dynamics-deprived neurons can be folded into the existing neurons by 
modifying the biases appropriately. Once the reduced architecture’s dynamics 
qualitatively match the dynamics of the original complete network, the reduce network 
can be employed for further decomposition process.  
 
Frequency-based Grouping: Based on the previously mentioned general principle of 
acceptable controller dynamics, it was deduced that the steady oscillatory dynamics in the 
wing (stroke or rotation) dictate the flight behavior. Thus, based on this controller 
acceptability knowledge, it would be appropriate to group the neurons in the reduced 
network, based on their individual time constants, into no more than two groups. As 
shown in the figure 4.11, the clustering criteria is based on the idea that the neurons with 
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relatively lower time constants (I.E. higher frequency) are separated from the neurons 
with relatively higher time constants (I.E. lower frequency) . As shown in the figure 4.11, 
the grouping of the neurons will simplify the decomposition process in the way that one 
can logically relate the individual wing kinematics (stroke or rotation) to the individual 
neuron groups (clustered) based on the qualitative difference in the frequency and phase 
of the wing kinematics.  
 
Lesion Study:  Once the frequency clustered neuron control modules are obtained for a 
given controller, it is necessary to understand the interactions of the individual neurons 
within those control modules and with the other existing control modules to qualitatively 
deduce the underlying governing principle of the controller functionality. Thus, in this 
lesion study, a general method of diligently observing the variations in the dynamics of 
an individual or group of neurons, while some of its connections are amputated from rest 
of the network, has been adopted. Though the number of lesion operations cannot be 
quantified and will vary depending on the complexity of the evolved controller, but as 
shown in figure 4.12, the initial intuitive regions of the amputations across all the evolved 
controllers would be between the frequency clustered neuron groups to verify their inter-
dependency followed by a series of further lesions, like intra-group lesion study, 
wherever deemed appropriate for the controller in the context. 
Employing the above mentioned qualitative decomposition process; best five of 
every evolved autonomous controller in each category has been analyzed as discussed 
below: 
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Fig.4.13. A pictorial representation of the fully connected eight neuron architecture of the autonomous cruise mode 
controller chosen for qualitative decomposition analysis. As mentioned earlier the stroke and rotation neurons are marked 
“P” as primary and “S” as secondary for the other neurons and numbered accordingly from 0 to 7. 
 
 
Analysis of Autonomous Cruise Mode Controllers:  
This section provides the detailed qualitative decomposition process for one of the 
best evolved autonomous cruise mode controllers, using the above mentioned three 
general steps. For qualitative comparisons and to better understand the controller 
decomposition an unaltered original eight neuron architecture of the controller to be 
analyzed is shown in figure 4.13. The architecture has two primary neurons 0 and 1, 
which are directly connected to the stroke and rotation effectors of the MFWR and the 
neurons from 2 to 7 are the secondary neurons of the controller, whose role in governing 
the controller behavior would be determined as part of this decomposition process. The  
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Fig.4.14. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the fully connected original eight 
neuron controller, produced during the flight control of the MFWR to provide optimal cruise behavior. 
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Fig.4.15. The MFWR trajectory produced by the original fully connected eight neuron controller. It can be observed that 
the evolved controller was successful in producing forward motion in the MFWR without any overall gain in the altitude. 
 
original outputs of each neuron in the controller’s architecture, which are responsible for 
producing the desired cruising behavior in MFWR, are shown in figure 4.14.  
 Moreover the flight trajectory of the MFWR under the control of the original 
controller in the context is shown in figure 4.15, which would be useful for qualitative 
comparisons that would performed later when the original architecture of the controller 
has been simplified for analysis. As shown in the figure 4.14, it can be observed that the 
secondary neurons 3, 5 and 6 seem to be saturated at constant output value during the 
flight control. Though it can be deduced, at least, from observations that these three 
neurons, may not have contributed to the overall output dynamics produced by the 
controller, a detailed step-by-step process mentioned in the “Dynamics-deprived Neuron  
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Fig.4.16. A pictorial representation of the reduced five neuron architecture of the cruise controller referred in figure 
4.14. It should be noticed that the primary neurons and secondary neuron retain their position in the network but the 
neurons 4 and 7 from the original network are positioned in 3rd and 4th locations respectively. The “*” indicates that 
the neurons in this “Dynamics-deprived Neuron elimination” process-based architecture differ from the original neuron 
in the way that , their bias has been accounted for the eliminated neuron’s saturated output effect on them. So, at least in 
steady state this reduced network should perform functionally equivalent to the original architecture. 
 
Elimination”  procedure is necessary to rule out the possibility that these neurons might 
have played a critical role during the initialization of the controller by providing transient 
dynamics before saturating in the steady state. The obvious neurons that are contributing 
to the controller dynamics are 0, 1, 2, 4 and 7, but there exist distinct difference in the 
output envelope and frequency characteristics of 0 and 1 neuron from 2, 4 and 7, which 
could be used for “frequency-based grouping” process later on the successful reduction of  
the architecture size. 
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Fig.4.17. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the reduced five neuron 
architecture of the cruise controller architecture shown in figure 4.14. It can be noticed that qualitative the 
output dynamics of each neuron do not differ significantly from their original behavior shown in figure 4.15.  
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Fig.4.18. The MFWR trajectory produced by the reduced five neuron controller. It can be observed that the 
architectural reduced controller was successful in producing qualitatively same cruise behavior possible by the fully 
connected eight neuron network. The MFWR trajectory produced by the eight neuron network is shown in figure 4.16. 
   Since, the candidate dynamics-deprived neurons are determined by the neuron 
output state observations; the biases of the neurons 0, 1, 2, 4 and 7 are modified 
appropriately, as pictorially represented in figure 4.10(b), by treating the individual input 
weight of the survival neuron from each eliminated neuron as an additional bias value to 
its output state. The resultant reduced neuron architecture of five neurons in it is pictorial 
represented in figure 4.16.  To further validate that the dynamics-deprived neuron 
elimination process is applicable for this controller, two qualitative comparisons are 
necessary, primarily the architecturally reduced controller should at least qualitatively 
control the MFWR trajectory behavior that was intended by the original controller and 
moreover the survival neuron output state envelopes during the flight control should 
match their output state envelopes from the original architecture. 
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(B)                           (B) 
Fig.4.19. A pictorial representation of the “Frequency-based Grouping” process for the cruise mode controller shown in 
figure 4.14. The first step of the process, as shown in (A) is to compare each neuron’s time constant with determined 
relative threshold of 9.0 units, followed by grouping the neurons in the architecture based on the frequency of the output 
produced by individual neuron (I.E. the neurons with time constant less than the relative threshold are clustered into 
high frequency group and neurons with time constants more than the relative threshold are clustered into low frequency 
group) as shown in (B).   
  
The later condition eliminates the possibility that the reduced architecture could have 
changed dramatically and lost its internal dynamics, although it could have satisfied the 
primary condition to produce the desired cruise behavior in MFWR. Thus, the reduced 
five neuron controller is evaluated against the MFWR and the individual neuron output 
state envelope of the five neurons are captured and shown in figure 4.17 and accordingly 
the trajectory of MFWR under the control of the reduced controller is shown in figure 
4.18. It can be observed that there exists an acceptable qualitative match between the 
produced neuron outputs in the reduced five neuron controller to its counterparts 
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Fig.4.20. The output state dynamics of each neuron in the inter-frequency group amputated network, amputated as part 
of the lesion study on the reduced five neuron network. It can be observed that the primary stroke neuron and the third 
secondary neuron produced perfect in sync oscillations forming a two neuron independent oscillator. On the other hand 
the primary rotation neuron with second neuron formed a feeble two neuron oscillator. It should be noticed that the 
fourth neuron dynamics are saturated, in the amputated network, compared to its original oscillatory behavior seen in 
figure 4.18 of the fully connected reduced controller. 
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Fig.4.21. The trajectory of  MFWR produced under the control of the amputated cruise controller. It can be 
noticed that the controller, with two independent oscillators for stroke and rotation does produce an acceptable 
cruise behavior during initial phases of the flight, but immediately loose they ability to control and reduce the 
altitude variations , in absence of the monitor neuron. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
in the original eight neuron controller, including the in sync variations of the frequency 
and amplitude in the primary stroke neuron and the neuron 4 (of original architecture) to 
its new neuron position 3.  
 Moreover the most convincing evidence that the reduced controller qualitatively 
controls the MFWR trajectory to produce desired cruise behavior justifies that the 
dynamics-deprived neuron elimination process is applicable for this controller. Thus, 
moving forward with the reduced five neuron architecture, applying frequency-based 
grouping would be uncomplicated, since it can observed from the five neuron output 
envelopes that the primary stroke neuron and third secondary neuron seems to share a 
peculiar in sync frequency and amplitude variations, intuitively belonging to high 
frequency group. Moreover the evolved time constant for both of these neurons is same 
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and is 0.010000 units and on other hand the neurons 1 and 4 along with the rotation 
primary neuron can be allocated to low frequency group with corresponding time 
constants 10.546157, 9.558393 and 20.176863 respectively. Thus, if a relative time 
constant threshold of 9 units is chosen, then there exist two distinct frequency-based 
groups as shown in figure 4.20. After the grouping the primary stroke neuron and third 
secondary neuron in a comparable frequency group, further interpretation on their inter-
connection weight revealed that there strongly inhibit each other and further there exists a 
strong possibility that these two neurons can form a two neuron (high frequency) 
oscillators with any other input dynamics from the low frequency group (consists of 
rotation primary neuron, fourth secondary neuron and second secondary neuron). Thus, 
an inter-group lesion study, as shown in figure 4.12(a) to amputate the neuron 
connections between the high frequency group neurons and the low frequency group 
neurons is performed. When this amputated network is evaluated, the above intuitive 
possibility of two neuron oscillator formation in the high frequency group was validated 
along with a revelation of two neuron oscillator formation in a low frequency group, as 
shown in figure 4.20. It can observed that the primary stroke neuron and the third 
secondary neurons oscillate at same frequency consistently and their output amplitude is 
more than the lower frequency group consisting of primary rotation neuron and second 
secondary neuron along with a saturated fourth secondary neuron during the amputated 
evaluation. It is evident that the fourth secondary neuron’s dynamics are not completely 
isolated from the high frequency stroke oscillator group (primary stroke neuron and third 
secondary neuron) since this fourth neuron as shown perfect oscillatory behavior when 
the reduced network was fully connected through this neuron. Moreover, when this 
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amputated network controller is coupled to the MFWR it has been observed that the 
controller was able to control the MFWR trajectory in an acceptable cruise mode 
behavior template seen before in figures 4.18 and 4.17, but gradually it drifted from the 
acceptable behavior and resulted in significant rise in MFWR’s altitude, with a rise rate 
proportional to the MFWR forward motion rate, as shown in figure 4.21. It would of 
interest to do a diligent comparison of the dynamics of the fully connected reduced five 
neuron controller to that of the amputated controller shown in figures 4.20 and 4.17 from 
behavior change perspective in each neuron output states during the flight evaluations. 
Though one might argue that quantitatively the dynamics of neurons 0 to 3 (includes 
primary stroke and rotation neurons and two secondary neurons) are different in both the 
scenarios, for qualitative analysis purposes these neurons do project similar oscillatory 
dynamics, but the drastic difference of the dynamics is observed in the fourth secondary 
neuron, which seized to oscillate when amputated from the high frequency neuron group 
indicating a strong connection to the controller’s performance degradation noticed in the 
figure 4.21. When analyzing the neuron outputs of the fully connected controller, the 
dynamics of stroke neuron group (high frequency group) were altered periodically by a 
slow moving signal, with a period equivalent to the rotation neuron group (low frequency 
group). Moreover, it was already demonstrated that there exist the fourth secondary 
neuron in this low frequency group (rotation) that is susceptible and depends on the 
dynamics of the high frequency group (stroke) and though both the groups were capable 
of producing independent oscillatory dynamics to control the MFWR trajectory, the 
control lasted for a short period of time in absence of the possible dynamics modification 
by the fourth secondary neuron. Further, a optimal control behavior was only possible 
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Fig.4.22. The Qualitative functional decomposition template derived for the autonomous cruise mode controllers discussed 
earlier in the chapter. Most of the Autonomous cruise mode controllers can be decomposed into the above shown template 
with a high frequency stroke control oscillator module and a low frequency rotation control oscillator along with a 
intermediate neuron called monitor neuron, which is responsible to co-ordinate and fine tune the amplitude and frequency of 
the stroke oscillator with a period derived from the rotation oscillator. This functional template explains the general evolved 
behavior of the amplitude and frequency modulation of the stroke kinematics with rotation period for optimal cruise control 
of MFWR. 
 
with inclusion of this fourth secondary neuron which now can treated as a monitoring 
neuron, that was evolved appropriately to take the responsibility of performing complex 
dynamics computation across both the oscillator groups and provide the high frequency 
group with periodic signals to alter its amplitude and frequency to satisfy the cruise 
behavior in the MFWR. Additionally, it was mentioned earlier that the fourth neuron has 
a intermediate time constant value of 9.558, which makes it to have enough temporal 
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                                (A)                          (B) 
Fig.4.23. The Qualitative functional decomposition derived for the evolved autonomous Altitude Gain controllers and Steer 
controllers discussed earlier in the chapter. Most of the Steer controller’s wing kinematics can be decomposed with a typical 
CPG like functional template shown in (A) as a closely coupled stroke and rotation oscillators with steady beat rate and 
steady amplitude.  Most of the Altitude gain controllers can be decomposed with the functional template shown in (B), with 
a dedicated stroke oscillator along with a saturated rotation control module. 
 
summation ability, the ability which could have possible made it a observer (sink in the 
dynamics of the other neurons) of the other neurons and further have sufficient internal 
dynamics (sufficient firing rate to generate spikes) to modify their dynamics at slower but 
in a strong way thus modifying their frequency and amplitude periodically.  
 Based on the above analysis, it can be deduced that the evolved autonomous 
cruise mode controllers can be qualitative explained as a composition of two steady and 
independent frequency oscillators, one governing the stroke kinematics of the wing with 
higher beat rate and another it’s rotation with lower beat rate, in presence of a monitoring 
neuron which periodically tunes the amplitude and frequency of the stroke oscillator, 
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with periodicity synchronized with the rotation oscillator. A pictorial representation of 
the above deduced compositional template is shown figure 4.22. All of the 5 best evolved 
autonomous cruise mode controllers were reducible from an eight neuron to a five neuron 
architecture using the “Dynamics-deprived Neuron Elimination” process. Further, four of 
them had distinct frequency features in their architecture that could be exploited by the 
“Frequency-based Grouping” process and were successfully reduced to two kinematics 
control modules. Only three of the best five controllers complied with the decomposed 
template discussed above, with steady independent oscillator blocks and a monitoring 
neuron, and others performed the same functionality with closely dependent oscillator 
blocks that were not complaint with frequency-based clustering criteria. Nonetheless, the 
rigorous intra-group lesion study on them exhibited the presence of monitor neuron 
which aided in controlling the amplitude of the rotation dynamics for acceptable cruise 
behavior. 
Autonomous Altitude Gain Mode and Steer Mode Controllers:   
The above decomposition analysis mentioned in the context of the cruise mode 
controllers is performed on the entire best five autonomous altitude gain mode and steer 
mode controllers. The individual controller architectures were reducible from an 8 neuron 
to 4 neuron architecture using “Dynamics-deprived Neuron Elimination” process in both 
the categories. Only some of the best altitude gain controllers were complaint with 
clustering criteria and thus two functional templates were derived using the lesion study 
performed on the individual neurons in the reduced network. As shown in figure 4.24(a), 
this derived functional template employed single oscillatory control group encompassing  
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Fig.4.24. An anticipated Navigation framework logic that would encompass individual 
Evolved autonomous controllers in it and would have effective knowledge to invoke the deired low-level 
behavior independently or in combination of the same 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
both the primary neurons in it, performing close-looped oscillations required for wing 
kinematics, with aid of two subsidiary neurons in the network resembling a typical CPG-
like control module described earlier in the chapter. This decomposition template is 
applicable for the steer controller’s entire central core and only for two of the altitude 
gain controllers. The other template, shown in figure 4.23(b) had only the stroke primary 
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neuron in an oscillatory control group with a saturated rotation kinematics in separate 
control module which is applicable for only altitude gain controllers.  
From the experiments and analysis approaches presented in this chapter, it can be 
deduced that the study to evolve autonomous flight controllers is validated by successful 
evolution of low-level controllers that could be employed as individual low-level 
controllers in possible navigation control framework logic, which could be equipped with 
knowledge to invoke the low-level controllers individually as desired (a pictorial 
representation of this presumed navigation framework logic is shown in the figure 4.24 . 
Moreover, a new frequency-based grouping mechanism is presented here, employing 
which the evolved autonomous controllers were successfully explained by reverse 
engineering their neuron-level dynamics and presenting a simple human understandable 
logical control blocks governing the underlying control principle that could be exploited 
to understand the behavior of more complex controllers in the same realm. 
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Chapter 5 
Evolving Non-Autonomous Flight  
Controllers 
  
5.1   Introduction 
 The efforts in evolving autonomous flight controllers in the previous chapter 
concentrated on studying the possibility of evolving open-loop / autonomous flight-
controllers with the avowed purpose of demonstrating feasibility and understandability in 
a simplified context.  It was also argued that the open loop controllers could, in the 
future, be used as components to build more capable devices.  Naturally, for real-world 
control and navigation tasks, closed-loop control and the ability to smoothly switch 
among a number of base flight mode competencies must be introduced.   
 There are, naturally, a number of ways one might consider combining previously 
evolved competencies.  First, one could attempt to evolve monolithic, sensor signal using, 
CTRNNs to optimize against a complex flight plan that exercises multiple flight modes.  
Considering the expense of just evolving the rather simple autonomous CTRNNs of the 
last chapter, this approach is most likely prohibitively expensive.   Second, one could 
attempt to use the pre-evolved autonomous CTRNN modules as building blocks in an 
additional phase of evolution aimed at blending their capabilities against a flight plan that 
exercises switching among various base modes.  This approach certainly seems less 
expensive computationally.  This second approach, though likely more viable, does tend 
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to violate the stated goal of making the devices as physically small as possible.  
Switching from a number of flight-mode modules implicitly requires the existence of a 
set of modules.  That set, and the amount of neural circuitry involved, could quickly 
balloon with the complexity of the vehicle.  One way to overcome the “explosion” of 
modules would be to exploit physical polymorphism. Various evolved systems have been 
shown to exhibit physical polymorphism [12] [13] [16].   
 The logical polymorphism used in computer science is really just “syntactic 
sugar”.  The multiple-functionalities assigned to a single function call are still separately 
specified and require separate, non-overlapping, storage space for associated code.  At 
run and/or compile time, the correct code segment is chosen to be consistent with the 
context set by the function’s input parameters. Systems with physical polymorphism 
encode multiple distinct functionalities into the same hardware. In use, the appropriate 
functionality is selected by some physical property of the environment (temperature, 
pressure, etc.) or explicit system input that biases the circuit into one or another set of 
qualitative dynamical behaviors.  One could view this in a manner similar to how one 
encodes many memories into a Hopfield Network [19] or a holographic memory [76], 
except that one is storing more complex attractors that specify action sequences instead 
of fixed-points that specify memories. Physical polymorphism is very difficult to design, 
but is significantly more easy to arrange when desired behaviors are evolved on a 
substrate with many degrees of freedom.    
 This chapter provides the details of experiments aimed at evolving three kinds of 
non-autonomous flight controllers, which are closed-loop cruising mode controllers, 
polymorphic multi-mode controllers and chemotaxis navigation controllers. The chapter  
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Fig. 5.1. Interfacing CTRNN Architecture to MFWR Model to Evolve and Analyze Non-
Autonomous Flight Controllers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
will begin with a description of the MFWR-specific CTRNN-EH architecture for non-
autonomous controllers that would be employed for the experiments to be described in 
this chapter. Followed by in-detail description of the evolutionary algorithm 
specifications and evolution strategy applied to evolve three different non-autonomous 
flight controllers will be provided along with the yield statistics and the analysis of the 
evolved controllers. 
5.2   Non-Autonomous Architecture Specification 
 
Non-autonomous CTRNN-EH controllers as described in [12] are   perceived as 
the neuromorphic controllers that can produce appropriate and sustained dynamic control 
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behavior to satisfy the required behavioral criteria in the unit being controlled, by 
appropriately sensing the change in the environment and the dynamics of the unit. Thus, 
for the experiments to be described in this chapter, the MFWR model specific CTRNN-
EH architecture mentioned earlier and shown in figure 5.1, can be employed for evolving 
the non-autonomous flight controllers with sensory inputs (I.E. the sensor weights of the 
network would participate in the evolution process) to evolve appropriate and sustained 
flight controllers. 
5.3   Evolving Cruising Mode Controllers 
 
Based on the successful evolution of the autonomous cruise mode controllers, the 
attempt to evolve the non-autonomous cruising controller (I.E. with sensory input) is to 
gain insight into the integration of sensory information into the operation of CTRNN-EH 
controllers that can be harnessed to build a possible higher level navigation framework 
with complex onboard sensory systems mentioned earlier [33]. 
In the same vein, the experiments to evolve cruise mode controllers have been 
designed to employ a fully connected eight-neuron network with a sensory input for each 
neuron. Thus, from the proposed architecture, shown in figure 5.1, it can be derived that 
the central core network has 88neural parameters to be evolved, with eleven parameters 
for each neuron in a fully connected eight-neuron network. The aforementioned minipop 
EA with a population size of 4, mutation rate of 0.005, and with zero re-sampling rates 
have been chosen for this set of experiments. The genome length chosen is equivalent to 
the total number of bits employed to encode a given CTRNN configuration. For the 
present set of experiments complete CTRNN configuration, connection weights, biases 
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Fig.5.2. The figure shows the relation between the expected cruise behavior of MFWR and the fitness evaluation function 
employed to evolve the CTRNN-EH controllers to achieve the same behavior under control. An acceptable cruise 
controller has to propel the MFWR in forward direction and minimize the variation in the altitude. Thus, the fitness 
score employed to evolve the Cruise controllers should reward any forward motion (in X-direction) and penalize any 
variations in altitude (in Z-direction). 
and time constants were evolved. Each neuron parameter in the configuration is encoded 
in 8 bits, which aggregates to a genome length of 704 bits to represent the central core 
network.  
As mentioned previously for autonomous cruise control experiments and pictorial 
represented in the figure 5.2, an acceptable non-autonomous cruising mode controller has 
to produce motion in the MFWR in forward direction that is greater than the motion in 
altitude or sideward directions. Additionally, these controller evolution experiments 
assume an external altitude sensor module that provides an instantaneous measurement of 
the altitude of the MFWR. With this additional instantaneous altitude information the 
controllers are evolved with a constraint to maintain the instantaneous altitude gain 
within the predefined acceptable range (I.E. the average altitude gain is minimized to 
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near zero) during the flight. The assumed external altitude sensor module maps the status 
of the insect’s instantaneous altitude to the sensory input value to the network (I.E. to the 
central core as shown in figure 5.1) as below: 
 
If   Pzi > 0  => Sensory Input = 1.0 
If   Pzi < 0 => Sensory Input = -1.0 
 
Where Pzi is the instantaneous altitude of the MFWR. The architecture of this controller 
can take any similar advantages that were available to autonomous controllers and can 
employ same minimizing cruising fitness strategy mentioned for autonomous cruising 
controllers : 
 
 
 
But to effectively evolve the non-autonomous functionality (of using the sensory input to 
produce net zero altitude gain) each evaluation has been forced to take into account three 
different scenarios of the insect’s initial starting positions , which are the initial position 
at equilibrium altitude ( I.E. Pz = 0) , at below equilibrium altitude (Pz > 0) and at above 
equilibrium altitude (Pz < 0) making the evaluation period to increase by three times that  
of the autonomous cruise evaluation period and with a composite evaluation function as 
below: 
 
(FitnessScore(Pz = 0) + FitnessScore(Pz > 0) + FitnessScore(Pz < 0)) / 3 
(|
i 0
i N
Pzi | |Pyi | Pxi)
N
                                                                                  (5.1) 
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Fig. 5.3. The Wing Kinematics generated by the Central Core network of a Non-Autonomous Cruising Controller 
and the corresponding insect motion. The designed fitness evaluation function was effective in evolving non-
autonomous cruise mode controllers as the MFWR altitude variations are maintained almost negligible while 
producing effective forward motion. 
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Fig.5.4. The Wing Kinematics generated by the Central Core network of a Non-Autonomous Cruising Controller 
and the corresponding insect motion and sensory update( the stroke kinematics relatively have higher beats rate 
that rotation for the above controller, the similar type of controller in figure 5.3 shows a high fitness controller 
with comparable stroke and rotation beat rates 
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Each of the above fitness score is equivalent to one evaluation in the autonomous cruising 
control experiments with specific initialized conditions. It was observed that the evolved 
non-autonomous cruise controllers successfully employed the modeled altitude sensor 
and effectively controlled the MFWR to produce an expected cruise behavior of 
maximizing the forward motion and sustaining an invariable altitude simultaneously. One 
of the successfully evolved non-autonomous cruise mode controllers effect on the wing 
kinematics is shown in figure 5.3, along with the corresponding positional data of the 
MFWR robot and the sensory input. Also figure 5.4 provides similar type of evolved 
controller dynamics with high fitness behavior. It can be noticed that the designed fitness 
evaluation function was effective in evolving non-autonomous cruise mode controllers as 
the MFWR altitude variations are maintained almost negligible while producing effective 
forward motion in the MFWR. A total of 30 EA runs have been conducted, which 
included 500000 evaluations in each run and with evaluation period of 300000 time steps 
(with each time step equivalent to 1 milli second). Each evaluation period of the non-
autonomous cruise controller is three times the evaluation period of an autonomous cruise 
controller. Only 11 out of the 30 experiments yielded acceptable non-autonomous cruise 
mode controllers. 
5.4   Evolving Polymorphic Mode Controllers 
 
Polymorphism, refers to the property of a single entity to present itself in multiple 
possible states, and the entity demonstrating this property is said to be polymorphic in the 
given context of the observed behavior. This general definition of the polymorphism can 
be held intact, though the context and the nature of the entity varies over different fields  
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Fig. 5.5. Pictorial representation of the Polymorphic experiments designed to embed a Polymorphic controller in the 
fixed (number of computational neuron nodes) central core network of an Autonomous CTRNN-EH architecture. On 
successful evolution of the desired polymorphic controller, the individual autonomous Cruise and Alt. gain mode 
dynamics can be embedded in it and can be controlled by external command signal to switch the dynamics of the 
central core to act as one of the individual controllers. 
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of study. For example, in material science, Polymorphism is the ability of a material to 
take or exists in more than one crystal structure and in computer science (programming), 
Polymorphism is the method of using a single function in different ways for different 
set/types of inputs provided. Maintaining the above analogous definition of polymorphic 
behavior, a given processing system (hardware or software) is said to be polymorphic if it 
can change its core functionality, when subjected to different environmental (sensory) 
conditions or external commands.  
Abiding to the above definition, the possible non-autonomous polymorphic flight 
controllers, when evolved appropriately, would encompass in their dynamics, more than 
one control law that can be dynamically switched, based on the pre-defined sensory input 
state. More details of CTRNN-EH controllers demonstrating polymorphic nature in their 
dynamics are described in [12]. Here the non-autonomous polymorphic flight controllers 
(using the same architecture mentioned earlier) are evolved to encompass in their 
architecture, the control law of autonomous altitude gain and cruising mode controller 
dynamics. With the previously established motivation to provide a low-power and less space 
consuming intelligent controllers for the  MFWR like micro robotics, the polymorphism 
in CTRNNs to be explored in this experiments, will serve the purpose of further reducing 
the computational nodes for generating the low-level control dynamics in autonomous 
flight controllers.   
Further, the experiments to evolve Polymorphic mode controllers have been 
designed to employ a fully connected 8 neuron network with a sensory input for each 
neuron. Thus, as shown in the figure 5.1, it can be derived that the central core network 
has 88 neural parameters, which are to be evolved appropriately. The aforementioned 
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minipop EA is implemented with a population size of 4, mutation rate of 0.005, and with 
zero re-sampling rates. The genome length chosen is equivalent to the total number of 
bits employed to encode a given CTRNN configuration. For the present set of 
experiments complete CTRNN configuration, connection weights, biases and time 
constants were evolved. Each neuron parameter in the configuration is encoded in 8 bits, 
which aggregates to a genome length of 704 bits to represent the central core network. 
 This evolution experiments are designed to evolve polymorphic mode controllers, 
with the external command (sensory input) value “0” chosen for invoking Cruising 
dynamics and “1” for Altitude gain dynamics in them, as shown in figure 5.5.  The 
acceptable behavior of an evolved polymorphic controller should produce Cruise Mode 
controller behavior and altitude gain controller behaviors (mentioned in chapter 4) when 
invoked by corresponding sensory input separately. Hence , the evaluation function to 
capture this polymorphic behavior  has been chosen to be the average of the individually 
normalized evaluation scores of the  Cruise mode and Altitude gain mode during the each 
evaluation period as below: 
For  Sensory Input = “0” the  FS(Cruise) =     2*
N
PxiPyiPxi
Ni
i
)|||(|
2/
0
 
 
For Sensory Input    = “ 1” the FS(Alt.Gain) =   2*
N
PyiPxiPzi
Ni
i
|)||||(|
2/
0
 
 
Fitness Score (Effective) = (FS(Cruise) + FS(Alt. Gain))/2
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It has been observed that above employed composite evaluation function, indeed evolved 
successful polymorphic controllers, with altitude and cruise mode kinematics embedded 
in them. One of the evolved non-autonomous polymorphic flight controllers effect on the 
wing kinematics is shown in figure 5.6, along with the corresponding positional data of 
the MFWR robot and the external sensory input for invoking the desired modes. As 
mentioned, it can be noticed form the figure 5.6, that the aggregate fitness evaluation 
function is effective in evolving the polymorphic mode controllers, since the wing 
kinematics of the MFWR have gracefully switched from cruising mode to altitude gain 
mode when provided with appropriate sensor input (I.E. “0” for cruising and “1” for 
altitude gain). Further, it has been shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 that this evolved 
controller can effectively function as one of the autonomous controllers, that is as an 
altitude gain controller and cruise mode controller, in complete isolation. A total of 30 
EA runs have been conducted, which included 500000 evaluations in each run and with 
evaluation period of 100000 time steps (with each time step equivalent to 1 milli second). 
Only 7 out of the 30 experiments have successfully evolved the acceptable polymorphic 
controller. Each evaluation period of the non-autonomous polymorphic is two times the 
evaluation period of an autonomous cruise or altitude controller. 
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Fig. 5.6. The Wing Kinematics generated by the Central Core network of a Polymorphic flight Controller 
and the corresponding insect motion, when acted upon by external sensory inputs. One can see the initial 
cruising behavior is been switched to Alt. Gain behavior (with brief switching delay in wing kinematics). 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 provide the behavior of the network when used as separate Cruise and Alt. Gain 
controllers in isolation. 
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(A) 
 
 
 
     (B) 
 
Fig.5.7. The Motion of the MFWR  in three dimensions (shown in (A)) controlled by a Cruise Mode  of the Polymorphic 
Controller (shown in 5.6)  actuated wing kinematics (shown in (B)).  
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(A) 
 
 
 
     (B) 
 
 
Fig.5.8. The Motion of the MFWR  in three dimensions (shown in (A)) controlled by a Altitude gain Mode  of the 
Polymorphic Controller (shown in 5.6)  actuated wing kinematics (shown in (B)).  
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Fig.5.9. An anticipated Navigation framework logic that would encompass individual 
Autonomous Controllers in it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5   Evolving Chemo-sensor Navigation Controllers 
 
Continuing on the idea of abandoning the anticipated layered approach for 
building a possible navigation system, a close to real world problem of chemo-sensor 
navigation is chosen to perform a feasibility of evolving the chemo-taxis for MFWR in 
the limited 8 neuron central core network. In this vein, this section concentrates on 
delving on the experimental efforts on evolving a chemo-sensor based navigational 
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sensor navigation controllers. Further, the experiments to evolve chemo-sensor 
navigation mode controllers have been designed to employ a fully connected eight neuron 
network with four sensory inputs (from four chemical sensor modules) for each neuron. 
Thus, as shown in the figure 5.1, it can be derived that the CTRNN architecture has 112 
parameters, for the central core network block that are to be evolved. The aforementioned 
minipop EA is implemented with a population size of 4, mutation rate of 0.005, and with 
zero re-sampling rates. The genome length chosen is equivalent to the total number of 
bits employed to encode a given CTRNN configuration. For the present set of 
experiments complete CTRNN configuration, connection weights, biases and time 
constants were evolved. Each neuron parameter in the configuration is encoded in 8 bits, 
which aggregates to a genome length of 896 bits to represent the central core network.  
The assumed chemical sensor module has been simulated to detect a chemical source 
present in a radius of 50 meters range, with maximum sensor output value of 1 unit and 
minimum of 0.08 unit, by a general exponential decay equation shown below : 
Here Sd is the simulated sensor module output measured at a distance d from the 
chemical source in the space. The output of the sensor modules (  with A = 1, chosen to 
be compatible with acceptable CTRNN sensor value range of 0 to 1 units ) present at four 
positions shown in figure 5.10 on the MFWR, are presented to every neuron in the central 
core network at every time step during the evolution process. 
          
)*05.0(
*
d
eA
d
S                                                                                                      (5.2) 
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Fig.5.10. Orientation of the assumed external chemical sensor modules employed in the design of experiments aimed at 
evolving Chemo-sensor navigation controllers. Each chemical sensor module is simulated as a real sensor situated on a 
concentric sphere of radius 5mm with center of the sphere as the center of mass of the MFWR. 
  
 An acceptable behavior of the evolved chemo-sensor navigation controller is to 
produce suitable dynamics in the wing kinematics of the MFWR to maintain the position 
of the MFWR within minimum possible distance from the presented chemical source in 
the space. Thus, an attempt was made to evolve this behavior in the central core network 
by employing the following fitness evaluation function with  maximizing fitness strategy 
[11] : 
 
 
 
Where Di is the euclidian distance between the center of mass (of the MFWR) to 
the chemical source location in the space, measured at every time step during the 
N
Di
Ni
i
|)|
0
(
                                                                                                       (5.3) 
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evolution process and N is the total number of time steps present in the a given evaluation 
period.  
In the process of evolving robust navigation controllers, at least six chemical 
source locations have been presented during each evaluation period in the evolution run, 
which lead to longer evaluation periods. Moreover, the presented positions of the 
chemical sources have been randomly chosen to fall within the radius of 50 meters (I.E. 
in the detection radius of the simulated chemical sensor). One of the evolved chemo-
navigation controller’s dynamics is shown in figure 5.11 along with the MFWR’s 
trajectory, generated under the control of the same. It can be observed from the figure 
5.11 that the evolved controller was successful in aiding the MFWR to detect and home 
the chemical source (positioned at 5 meters in vertical direction and 5 meters in 
horizontal direction, relative to the MFWR’s initial position), but the evolved controller is 
not successful it maintaining the MFWR’s position in the acceptable neighborhood of the 
chemical source, making it to drift away from the chemical source after successful 
detection. Figure 5.12 shows the same controller (referenced in the context of figure 5.11) 
successfully detecting and homing the chemical source, located at negative 25 meters in 
horizontal direction and 5 meters in vertical direction, relative to the MFWR’s initial 
position.  
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(A) 
 
 
 
(B) 
 
Fig.5.11. The Motion of the MFI (shown in (A)) controlled by Chemo-based evolved Controller kinematics (shown in 
(B)). It can observed that the evolved controller was successful in navigating the MFWR to the Chemical source location 
(positioned at 5 meters in vertical direction and 5 meters in horizontal direction, relative to the MFWR’s initial 
position), but the evolved controller fails to provide enough capability in its dynamics to sustain the position of MFWR, 
which makes the MFWR to gradually drift away from the chemical source after successfully detecting and homing it.  
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(A) 
 
 
(B) 
Fig.5.12. The Motion of the MFI (shown in (A)) controlled by Chemo-based evolved Controller kinematics (shown in (B)). It 
can be observed that the evolved controller was successful in navigating the MFWR to the Chemical source location 
(positioned at 5 meters in vertical direction and negative 25 meters in horizontal direction, relative to the MFWR’s initial 
position).  
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After observing the behavior of the other evolved controllers in the same category 
and referring to the unsuccessful navigation related evolution work mentioned in [68], it 
was concluded that a more diligent and aggressive evaluation function has to be designed 
to successfully evolve a fully functional chemo-navigation controller. Nevertheless the 
partial success achieved in evolving a chemo-navigation controller in the proposed 
MFWR-specific CTRNN-EH architecture, I.E. the possibility of employing the same 
evolved chemo-navigation controller, evolved in a monolithic central core network, to 
detect the chemical sources located  at different locations, mentioned in the reference to 
the figures 5.11 and 5.12 would aptly support the suitability of employing CTRNN-EH 
framework to evolve space saving and power efficient onboard flight controller 
feasibility study .  Only a total of 10 EA runs were conducted, which included 500000 
evaluations in each run with 600000 time steps. 
5.6   Analysis of the Evolved Non-Autonomous Controllers 
 
The two deduced analysis approaches, Acceptability Analysis and Qualitative 
Functional Decomposition Analysis mentioned in the context of the analyzing evolved 
autonomous flight controllers are unequivocally applicable for analyzing the evolved 
non-autonomous controllers mentioned in this chapter. Thus, the next two sub-sections 
will provide the details of those two approaches as applied to analyze the successfully 
evolved non-autonomous controllers. 
5.6.1   Acceptability Analysis  
The general principles of empirical flight study mentioned in [33] and elaborated in 
chapter 4, employed to validate the autonomous altitude gain and cruise mode flight 
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controllers can be used to evaluate the non-autonomous cruising mode controller’s 
behavior. 
 As mentioned previously, during the mentioned empirical study, it was demonstrated 
that an appropriately parameterized wing’s rotational trajectory (the parameters being 
frequency, amplitude and phase), can produce thrust in the wing motion plane that can 
counter air damping and drag on the insect’s body, which in turn leads to proportional  
motion of the robot in forward direction. Additional, it has been deduced that an 
appropriate and steady stroke trajectory envelope in the wing kinematics, at positive 
rotational position and rate of the wing (I.E. upstroke of the wing), can produce positive 
lift in MFI (which would counter the gravitational forces and leads to rise in the altitude), 
and the same stroke envelope at negative rotational position and rate would generate anti-
lift (which leads to drop in the altitude). Thus, any designed or evolved controllers for 
MFWR model should at least qualitatively satisfy this empirically deduced criterion, 
established for the MFI insect model flight behavior. 
The evolved non-autonomous cruise mode controllers employ the CTRNN-EH 
architecture (shown in figure 5.1) with a single altitude sensor feed, to control the wing 
kinematics that would produce maximum forward and minimum altitude variations in the 
MFWR.  As shown in figure 5.3 and figure 5.4, the evolved non-autonomous cruise mode 
controllers have demonstrated to effectively generate overall acceptable physical 
behavior in terms of MFWR’s body trajectory envelope. Further, by observing the stroke 
trajectory, rotational trajectory and the altitude sensor status patterns shown in figure 5.3, 
it can be inferred that the periodicity of rotational trajectory in the wing, entrains with 
altitude sensor value (I.E. there exists a close frequency and amplitude relation between 
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altitude sensor value and the rotational trajectory), whereas the stroke trajectory seems to 
be steady throughout the flight. This observed entrainment of rotational trajectory by 
altitude sensor value (being altered by altitude sensor pattern) is forced upon by the 
evolution to generate alternating positive and negative rotational rates at steady stroke 
variations, which by general principle of MFI empirical flight study, justifies the 
possibility of alternating lift and counter lift creation in the MFWR body with increasing 
forward motion. Similar case can be made for the non-autonomous controllers shown in 
figure 5.4, where the periodic and appropriate stroke parameters (amplitude and 
frequency) are invoked with minimum rotational variations in the wing plane to achieve 
maximum forward motion and minimum altitude fluctuations. 
        In the context of the polymorphic controllers, the autonomous cruise and altitude 
gain controllers embedded in it, when observed diligently have produced wing kinematics 
that were equivalent to the those discussed in chapter 4. Thus, these polymorphic 
controllers at any given instance (cruise or altitude gain) satisfy the general principles of 
empirical study mentioned in [31]. 
 
5.6.2   Qualitative Functional Decomposition Analysis  
The initial investigations on internal dynamics of the CTRNN architecture in the 
evolved autonomous flight controllers has been speculated to reduce into a 
understandable dynamic Reflexive Pattern Generators (RPG) , which have been 
previously employed in [12] to decompose and explain the functionality of the evolved 
CTRNN-EH controllers for legged robot locomotion, but since the present controllers in 
the context are different in their saturation and frequency behavior, the decomposable  
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Fig.5.13. A pictorial representation of the fully connected eight neuron architecture with a single altitude sensor, of 
the non-autonomous cruise mode controller chosen for qualitative decomposition analysis. Following the general 
neuron representation, mentioned earlier in chapter 4, the stroke and rotation neurons are marked “P” as primary 
and “S” as secondary for the other neurons and numbered accordingly from 0 to 7. 
 
control modular structures may not be possibly be presented in a understandable RPG 
template. 
The RPG-patterned CTRNN-EH controllers can be perceived as the collection of 
neuron modules that have been evolved appropriately to produce oscillatory dynamics in 
presence of the external oscillations or bias. The non-autonomous cruising mode 
controllers and polymorphic mode controller (as a whole) are likely to fall under the RPG 
template and could be decomposed into a collection of sensor dependent or independent 
oscillatory neuron groups.  This proposition would be validated using the qualitative 
decomposition procedure, introduced in the chapter 4, when applied to non-autonomous 
controllers, would be described in this section.  
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Analysis of Non-Autonomous Cruise Mode Controllers:  
 This section provides the detailed qualitative decomposition process for one of the 
best evolved non-autonomous cruise mode controllers, using the three methods 
introduced in the chapter 4. Thus, the applicability of the established three step 
decomposition using, Dynamics-Deprived Neuron Elimination, Frequency-based 
grouping and Lesion Study methods will be presented and possible oscillatory level 
decomposition will be deduced. For qualitative comparisons and to better understand the 
controller decomposition an unaltered original eight neuron architecture of the controller 
to be analyzed is shown in figure 5.13. The architecture has two primary neurons 0 and 1, 
which are directly connected to the stroke and rotation effectors of the MFWR and the 
neurons from 2 to 7 are the secondary neurons of the controller, whose role in governing 
the controller behavior would be determined as part of this decomposition process. Apart 
from the interconnections among the neurons, every neuron is connected to an external 
altitude sensor, which is modeled to provide a relative altitude status of the MFWR from 
its initial altitude during the evaluation. The original outputs of each neuron in the 
controller’s architecture, which are responsible for producing the desired cruising 
behavior in MFWR, along with the altitude sensor output, are shown in figure 5.14. 
Moreover the flight trajectory of the MFWR under the control of the original controller in 
the context is shown in figure 5.15, which would be useful for qualitative comparisons 
that would performed later when the original architecture of the controller has been 
simplified for analysis. As shown in the figure 5.14, it can be observed that the secondary 
neurons 3 and 6 seem to be saturated at constant output value during the flight control. 
Though it can be deduced, at least, from observations that these three neurons, 
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Fig.5.14. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the fully connected original eight 
neuron controller and the external altitude sensor, produced during the flight control of the MFWR to provide optimal 
cruise behavior. It can be observed that the output states of neuron 1 and 4 entrain with altitude sensor in phase and 
out-of-phase respectively. 
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Fig.5.15. The MFWR trajectory produced by the original fully connected eight neuron non-autonomous controller. 
It can be observed that the evolved controller was successful in producing forward motion in the MFWR without 
any overall gain in the altitude. Refer to figure 5.4 for longer time duration. 
 may not have contributed to the overall output dynamics produced by the controller, a 
detailed step-by-step process mentioned in the “Dynamics-Deprived Neuron Elimination” 
procedure is necessary to rule out the possibility that these neurons might have played a 
critical role during the initialization of the controller by providing transient dynamics 
before saturating in the steady state. The obvious neurons that are contributing to the 
controller dynamics are 0, 1, 2, 4 , 5 and 7, but there exist distinct differences in the 
output envelope and frequency characteristics of 0, 2, 5 and 7 neurons from 1 and 4, 
which could be used for “frequency-based grouping” process later on the successful 
reduction of the architecture size. Moreover, as mentioned during the initial physical 
validation step of the evolution process, there exists an entrainment of the primary 
rotation neuron output state in amplitude and frequency with that of the sensor status 
output characteristics. 
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Fig.5.16. A pictorial representation of the reduced six neuron architecture of the cruise controller referred in figure 5.13. 
It should be noticed that the primary neurons and second secondary neuron retain their position in the network but the 
neurons 4, 5 and 7 from the original network are positioned in 3
rd
, 4
th
 and 5
th
 locations respectively. The “*” indicates 
that the neurons in this “Dynamics-Deprived Neuron elimination” process-based architecture differ from the original 
neuron in the way that, their bias has been accounted for the eliminated neuron’s saturated output effect on them. So, at 
least in steady state this reduced network should perform functionally equivalent to the original architecture. 
Since, the candidate dynamics-deprived neurons are determined by the neuron output 
state observations; the biases of the neurons 0, 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7 are modified appropriately, 
by treating the individual input weight of the survival neuron from each eliminated 
neuron as an additional bias value to its output state. The resultant reduced neuron 
architecture of six neurons in it is pictorial represented in figure 5.16.  To further validate 
that the dynamics-deprived neuron elimination process is applicable for this controller, 
two qualitative comparisons are necessary, primarily the architecturally reduced 
controller should at least qualitatively control the MFWR trajectory behavior that was 
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Fig.5.17. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the reduced six neuron 
architecture of the cruise controller architecture shown in figure 5.13. It can be noticed that qualitative the output 
dynamics of each neuron do not differ significantly from their original behavior shown in figure 5.14. Moreover, It 
can be observed that the output states of neuron   1 and 3 entrain with altitude sensor in phase and out-of-phase 
respectively. 
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Fig.5.18. The MFWR trajectory produced by the reduced six neuron controller. It can be observed that the architectural 
reduced controller was successful in producing qualitatively same cruise behavior possible by the fully connected eight 
neuron network. The MFWR trajectory produced by the eight neuron network is shown in figure 5.15. 
 
 
 intended by the original controller and moreover the survival neuron output state 
envelopes during the flight control should match their output state envelopes from the 
original architecture. As mentioned in chapter 4, the later condition eliminates the 
possibility that the reduced architecture could have changed dramatically and lost its 
internal dynamics, although it could have satisfied the primary condition to produce the 
desired cruise behavior in MFWR. Further, the interesting entrainment behavior between 
the sensor output and the rotation neuron output (and if possible the third (old designated 
position-fourth) secondary neuron output) should be maintained, at least qualitatively. 
Thus, the reduced six neuron controller is evaluated against the MFWR and the 
individual neuron output state envelope of the six neurons and the sensor status are 
captured and shown in figure 5.17 and accordingly the trajectory of MFWR under the 
control of the reduced controller is shown in figure 5.18. It can be observed that there 
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exists an acceptable qualitative match between the produced neuron outputs in the 
reduced six neuron controller to its counterparts in the original eight neuron controller, 
including the in entrainment behavior between the primary stroke neuron and the sensor 
status . 
 Thus, moving forward with the reduced six neuron architecture, applying 
frequency-based grouping would be complicated, since it can observed from the six 
neuron output envelopes that the primary stroke neuron , along with second, fourth and 
fifth secondary neuron seems to share a same frequency bandwidth, intuitively belonging 
to high frequency group. Moreover the evolved time constants for these neurons are in 
the range of 0.010000 to 0.05000 units. But, on the other hand the rotation primary 
neuron and the third secondary neuron can be allocated to low frequency group with 
corresponding time range of 10.034 to 16.532 units. Moreover, since, the sensor module 
output can be treated as a pseudo-neuron (with dynamics equivalent to the MFWR model 
and with inter-neuron connections to the primary neurons only), there exist two options to 
decompose the architecture further.  
 The first approach is to group the sensor pseudo-neuron into the low frequency 
group and perform the inter-group lesion study, which will provide the insight into the 
high frequency group oscillator’s (if at all the group exhibits independent oscillatory 
nature) dependency on the sensor state and further the same dependency can be derived 
by performing intra-group lesion study on the low frequency group by amputating the 
sensor pseudo-neuron. The second approach is to group only the real neurons by 
completely ignoring the sensor signal (I.E. amputating the sensor signal) into a high and 
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Fig.5.19. A pictorial representation of the “Frequency-based Grouping” process combined with inter-group lesion 
study in absence of the external sensor input for the non-autonomous cruise mode controller shown in figure 5.13.  
 
 low frequency groups and study their behavior independently, checking for independent 
oscillatory behavior, in the absence of the external sensor signal, followed by introducing 
the sensor signal to detect any significant behavior changes for deducing any possible 
independent control modules. Though both the approaches would yield the same 
conclusions, the second approach is chosen since the sensor dynamics of the MFWR can 
be treated separately from the actual neuron dynamics, in two easy steps of complete 
sensor-independent neuron dynamics decomposition (frequency grouping and intra-group 
lesion study) followed by the sensor status injection into the possible neuron-level 
decomposed modules. Thus, moving forward, the six neuron architecture is disconnected  
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Fig.5.20. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the low frequency group (1 
and 3) and high frequency group (0, 2, 4 and 5) after inter-group amputation is performed and evaluated in 
absence of the external altitude sensor signal (represented in figure 5.19). It can be noticed that qualitative 
each group is self-sufficient to generate internal dynamics to sustain steady oscillations independent of the 
external sensor signal. But, nonetheless low frequency group neurons seem to be susceptible   to external 
sensor signal due to their high time constants. 
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Fig.5.21. The MFWR trajectory produced by the controller during the lesion study performed with the techniques 
shown in figure 5.19. It can be observed that the amputated two independent stroke and rotation oscillators, in 
absence of the external sensor, were partially successful in controlling the MFWR to have acceptable cruise 
behavior in it, suggesting the requirement of the external sensor ingestion to achieve the acceptable cruise control. 
from the external sensor and a frequency-based grouping, with groups mentioned earlier 
is performed as shown in the pictorial representation figure 5.19. Further, an inter-group 
lesion study is performed, as mentioned in the chapter 4 (shown in figure 4.12 (a)), and 
the outputs of the each neuron in the two groups is presented in figure 5.20. It can be 
noticed that these two frequency groups are indeed have self-sufficient dynamics in them 
to be independent oscillators, with, has estimated, the frequency of the high-frequency 
group is greater than that of the low-frequency group. Moreover , the outputs of each 
neuron in the high-frequency group match their original output envelope from the 
reduced six neuron architecture suggesting that this group’s internal dynamics is immune 
to the external sensor dynamics. But, the same cannot be deduced for the low-frequency 
group which has high time constants and have already shown its affinity to entrain with 
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Fig.5.22. The Qualitative functional decomposition template derived for the non-autonomous cruise mode controllers 
discussed earlier in the chapter. Most of the Non- Autonomous cruise mode controllers can be decomposed into the above 
shown template, as a combination of two independent oscillator, of which the high-frequency oscillator controlled the 
stroke kinematics of the wing with steady amplitude and frequency and the low-frequency oscillator which was evolved 
to monitor the altitude variations in the MFWR, thru the available external sensor module, and  alter the rotation 
dynamics continuously to limit the variations in the altitude of the MFWR and simultaneously providing the forward 
motion in it, by generating required lift and anti-lift with by the behavior verified by the general principles of the 
empirical study 
 
the sensor signal. Moreover, this intra-group amputated stroke and rotation neuron group 
independent oscillators have been partially successful in controlling the MFWR’s 
expected cruise behavior as shown in figure 5.21., in which it can be observed that the 
altitude of the MFWR is lost with the progression of the time, though the rate of the 
altitude drop is very much less than the rate of forward motion gain. 
 The next step in this process to deduce any possible modular control structure is 
to inject the sensor signal dynamics into the established two frequency groups and check  
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                                (A)                          (B) 
Fig.5.23. The Qualitative functional decomposition derived for the evolved autonomous Altitude Gain controllers and average 
Cruise mode controllers discussed earlier in the chapter. Most of the average cruise mode controller’s wing kinematics can be 
decomposed with a typical functional template shown in (A) as a closely coupled stroke and rotation oscillators with steady 
beat rate and steady amplitude.  Most of the Altitude gain controllers can be decomposed with the functional template shown 
in (B), with a dedicated stroke oscillator along with a saturated rotation control module. 
 
for the entrainment behavior and controller’s expected cruise mode acceptability on 
MFWR. While performing the agreed final step in the decomposition process, it was 
deduced that injecting the sensor signal dynamics only into low-frequency group is 
sufficient to produce qualitatively acceptable cruise mode behavior in MFWR. Thus, a 
general qualitative functional decomposition template shown in figure 5.22 is derived 
explain the evolved non-autonomous cruise mode controllers, as a combination of two 
independent oscillator, of which the high-frequency oscillator controlled the stroke 
kinematics of the wing with steady amplitude and frequency and the low-frequency 
oscillator which was evolved to monitor the altitude variations in the MFWR, thru the  
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Fig.5.24. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the polymorphic controller 
when presented with a cruise command, that is the external sensor signal is “0”. It can be seen that the neurons 0, 
1, 4 and 5 form a composite module with same frequency and would not comply with established criteria for 
frequency-based grouping. But, the cruise mode controller does form a single frequency composite stroke and 
rotation control module as shown in figure 5.23(a) and generating appropriate cruise behavior in the MFWR as 
shown in figure 5.7. 
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Fig.5.25. Above figure shows the neuron output state dynamics of each neuron in the polymorphic controller when 
presented with a altitude gain command, that is the external sensor signal is “1”. It can be seen that the neurons 0, 5 and 
6 form a same frequency group for stroke control and a constant rotation produced by saturated neuron 1. The altitude 
gain mode controller  form a two separate independent stroke and rotation control blocks template  as shown in figure 
5.23(b) and generating appropriate altitude gain  behavior in the MFWR as shown in figure 5.8. 
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available external sensor module, and alter the rotation dynamics continuously to limit 
the variations in the altitude of the MFWR and simultaneously providing the forward 
motion in it, by generating required lift and anti-lift with by the behavior verified by the 
general principles of the empirical study (mentioned in the acceptability analysis). Three 
of the best five evolved controllers followed the deduced template, and other two 
followed more closed template that is only different from the predominant one that the 
stroke frequency group has a dependency on the external sensor status.  
Analysis of Non-Autonomous Polymorphic Controllers:  
 Since the polymorphic controllers embed in their architecture both the 
autonomous altitude gain and cruise mode controllers, which can be invoked as a separate 
controllers in isolation with a static external signal not a continuous dynamic signal, the 
qualitative functional decomposition templates presented for the autonomous cruise and 
altitude gain controllers in chapter 4, would be applicable for the decomposing the 
polymorphic controllers into two isolated general templates pictorial represented in figure 
5.23. To further validate the above presented templates, an evolved polymorphic 
controller’s neuron outputs have been evaluated in isolation for cruise and altitude gain 
command (external sensor value of “0” and “1” respectively) and presented in figure 5.24 
and figure 5.25 respectively.  It can be observed from figure 5.24, that there exists 
neurons 2, 3, 6 and 7 which meet dynamics deprived criteria and further when their 
saturated outputs are bias folded into neurons 0, 1, 4 and 5 the dynamics of the reduced 
four neuron network and its effect on MFWR behavior, I.E. cruising behavior, matched 
the original eight neuron network’s generated behavior shown in figure 5.7. Moreover, as 
anticipated, the reduced four neuron network with same output dynamics frequency for 
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all the neurons falls under the composite stroke and rotation control module template 
presented in figure 5.23(a).  
 Moving forward, It can be observed from figure 5.25, that there exists neurons 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 7 which meet dynamics deprived criteria and further when their saturated 
outputs are bias folded into neurons 0, 5 and 6 the dynamics of the reduced four neuron 
network and its effect on MFWR behavior, I.E. altitude gain behavior, matched the 
original eight neuron network’s generated behavior shown in figure 5.8. Moreover, as 
anticipated, the reduced four neuron network with two independent stroke and rotation 
control module template presented in figure 5.23(b). Thus, when presented with an 
appropriate external command (sensor) value, the static command would be folded into 
the exiting neurons in the polymorphic controller architecture, as an appropriately 
evolved external bias that is responsible to shift the dynamics of the rotation and stroke 
neurons between autonomous altitude gain and cruise mode controllers, generating 
appropriate wing kinematics in the MFWR as shown in figure 5.6. Further, it can be 
observed by comparing the output neuron dynamics of the cruise mode (shown in figure 
5.24) and the altitude gain mode (shown in figure 5.25) that the external sensor’s 
dynamics modification process is evidently observed when the dynamically active neuron 
4 in cruise mode saturates in altitude gain mode, and vice-versa for dynamics of output of 
the neuron 6. 
From the experiments and analysis approaches presented in this chapter, it can be 
deduced that the study to evolve monolithic non-autonomous flight controllers is 
validated by successful evolution of cruise mode controllers and polymorphic controllers 
which can provide insights to build a possible monolithic navigation system with multiple 
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sensor system. Also an attempt to combine the insights, gained from evolving cruise and 
polymorphic controllers, to evolve chemo-taxis controllers was made and the reasons for 
its partial success have been speculated.  Moreover, the evolved non-autonomous 
controllers were successfully explained by reverse engineering their neuron-level 
dynamics and presenting a simple human understandable logical control blocks 
governing the underlying control principle that could be exploited to understand the 
behavior of more complex controllers in the same realm, using a new frequency-based 
grouping mechanism, introduced in the same context in this chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
 
6.1 Summary of the Work 
 
 The idea of a staged tabula-rasa approach to the of design adaptable controllers 
for MFWR-like robots was proposed at the start of this work. Consequently, for the 
reasons stated below, the CTRNN-EH methodology was chosen to evolve acceptable 
“adaptable controllers” for MFWR: 
1. CTRNN-EH has shown potential to construct compact and low-power analog 
device controllers. These characteristics were anticipated to satisfy the stringent 
onboard area and power constraints for a potential MFWR flight controller. 
2. Previous work in the literature employing CTRNN-EH to evolve legged 
locomotion controllers for hexapod robot suggested they were well capable of 
producing adaptable oscillatory patterns for control.  
Two major challenges needed to be faced in exploring the use of CTRNN-EH for MFWR 
control: 
1. Since, the models used for legged locomotion were significantly more simple than 
the MFWR flapping robot model. It was unknown if it would it be possible in 
practice to evolve CTRNN-EH controllers for the MFWR models.  
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2. The legged locomotion problems that inspired this work relied heavily on quasi-
stable analysis methods to draw meaning from the evolved CTRNNs.  It was 
unknown if similar meaning could be drawn from evolved MFWR controllers and 
by what means that meaning could be extracted. 
 
The above challenges were answered by this thesis in the following ways: 
1. Chapter four successfully demonstrated that it is possible to evolve 
autonomous CTRNN-EH controllers by designing intuitive evaluation 
functions that captured the MFWR body trajectory without any advance 
understanding of the intricacies of the MFWR model. Further, the 
evolved autonomous controller’s operation was explained using new 
frequency-based grouping analysis approach, which effectively provided 
a way to decompose the evolved CTRNN-EH controllers into 
understandable functional control blocks.  
2. Chapter five further validated that it is possible to evolve non-
autonomous CTRNN-EH controllers that would employ available sensor 
information and change their internal dynamics to appropriately control 
MFWR’s flight. Further, the evolved non-autonomous controller’s 
operation was explained using the prior mentioned, frequency-based 
grouping analysis approach, which effectively provided a way to 
decompose the evolved controllers into understandable functional control 
blocks.  
3. Chapter five also strongly suggested that understandable polymorphic 
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flight mode control is possible.  This opens the door to understandable 
multi-function control modules and will potentially allow for very small 
circuit sizes. 
 
In addition to the above three major points, background work in chapter three used 
extrapolation analysis of existing hardware implementations of CTRNN-EH devices of a 
size appropriate for this problem, along with additional learning algorithm circuitry,  can 
fit in 10 mm
2
 area consume only few milliwatts of operational power.   It should be noted 
that these estimates are based on a nearly obsolete fabrication technology and that more 
modern methods, with smaller feature sizes, should fit into significantly smaller spaces.  
 
6.2 Contributions  
 
    The primary contributions of this work are: 
1. A new frequency-grouping based analysis method to decompose the evolved 
CTRNN-EH circuits into understandable functional blocks is presented.  
Although simple in concept, it does not seem to be present in the related literature 
and no prior functional analyses of CTRNNs seem to employ it. 
2. A first of its kind feasibility to evolve the flight controllers for MFWR-like 
robots, from scratch was made, addressing the trade-off between resource 
optimization and controller efficacy.  
3. To the Evolvable Hardware community, a new optimization problem is 
introduced and the feasibility to employ EH-inspired solution has been presented, 
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providing the insights into the initial risks involved in exploring the flight control 
problem with resource constraints.  
4. Provided external programming circuit and extrinsic verification method for the 
fabricated VLSI CTRNN-Chip. 
 
6.3 Potential Future Work 
 
 The efforts to evolve autonomous flight controllers (Cruising, Altitude Gain and 
Steering) are based on the idea that they can employed as individual low-level controllers 
in a navigation control framework that invokes them as needed.  The work presented 
here, in this regard is complete in itself as a proof-of-concept.  Of course, one might 
legitimately ask why the yields of acceptable controllers were so low.  The limited 
amount of computational resources available precluded any significant amount of 
experimentation.  This suggests that either or both of more CPU cycles and theoretical 
analysis are in order.  Both are suggested for future work.  
 The Non-autonomous cruising controller efforts provide a proof-of-concept for 
combining autonomous modules in meaningful ways.  The explicit use of bias setting 
neurons as “mode switches” can effectively provide a clean interface between analog 
behavior modes and the higher-level digital controllers that will undoubtedly operate at a 
higher level of abstraction of vehicle operation.  Staged evolution also seems to be a 
reasonable alternative from the much more expensive and likely infeasible, full-system 
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evolution.  Explicit exploration of means to automatically identify and combine libraries 
of autonomous sub-circuits might provide an interesting study.   
 Non-Autonomous Polymorphic controllers demonstrate that complex dynamical 
nature of the CTRNN-EH controllers can be harnessed to pack multiple functionalities 
into compact, monolithic, package.  The use of physical polymorphism in control systems 
is a largely unexplored area.  Characterization of the “carrying capacity” of a network in 
terms of how many dynamical partitions it can support would represent an interesting, if 
somewhat difficult, problem for non-linear dynamicists. 
 On a final note, it should be understood that ultimately, there is no “either/or” 
issue with regard to traditional controller design and evolved design, be it via CTRNN-
EH or some other soft computation paradigm.  It is strongly believed that ultimately, both 
types of system will need to peacefully co-exist inside of a MFWR vehicle.  Although 
one could imagine using a “purely evolved” approach to controller construction, one’s 
evolved components will at some point need to interface with digital computers and more 
traditional controllers, so one must accept that the line between where one begins and one 
ends can move.  Perhaps it is best to view evolved CTRNNs as gap fillers.  Exploration 
of what gaps exist, and how they can be best filled, is likely the most important future 
work that could come. 
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